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VEBLEN ON CAPITALISM
mechanical facts

of production and

inquiry to uncover the real
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consumption. He contended that Marx
held that "crises are phenomena of

the surplus-of surplus value. He
touched on the core of the problem

the material processes of economic life
(production and consumption), not of
business traffic." He rigged the argument by identifying "production and

again when he projected the benefictnt
consequencesjn frustrating chronic

depression-that might come from
monopolization. But he did not back-

wtih "material proc- track this inquiry to lay bare the
For Marx, as Veblen should source of the increasing flood of inhave known, neither production nor vestment funds for investment-the
aonsumption was conceived of as ex- creation of surplus value,
Veblen's Theory of Business Enterclusively a "material process," but
always as processes whose nature is prise is an acute analysis of the state
determined by the social relations of the Union at the turn of the cenconsumption"
esses."

within which, and through which, the
material processes function-the wagelabor system for example. The industrial is not simply mechanical production of use values; it is also the consumption and production of exchange
values, aad in particular, the creation
of surplus vali,re,
By defining the industrial process
exclusively as the consumption and

production of use values, Veblen excluded the creation of values in the
industrial process-where alone they
are created. He thus barred consideration of the fundamental nature of the
industrial process under capitalism;
the relations of the owners of the
means of production to those who own
only their wage labor; the conditions
production of surplus value-the
on which that labor is consumed; and
the consequent recurring disparity
between the value of the total product
and the values which the working
class receives

in wages-the source

crises.

He

touched

on the core of

of

the

problem in the suggestion that increasing the amount of waste could counteract chronic depression or down-

turns. But he did not backtrack the

4

sources of

tury, and a provocative .description of

the newfangled achievements of the
higher finance. His inquiry into business enterprise, in its strictly economic
aspects, was virtually a preoccupation
with the

aspects of higher finance, and,
equally,, a disconcern with the oldfashioned capitalism. In doing so he
sloughed ofi a probing of the inner
nature of capitalism, the social nature
of capital, the process of the creation
of values, a theory of value, and simi-

lar

problems.

His

substantial achievements, and

his profound deficiencies are equally
characteristic. His successors, for the
most part, are his peers only in the
Iatter

respect.

The Theory of Business Enterprise
is a provocative work in several fields
which have not been touched on here.
Among them are: the relation of the
superstructure of ideas and institutions
to the machine process; the nature of
the class structure under capitalisml
the determination of class composition;
the nature of trade-union consciousness; and the varieties of pseudo-socialism. T,imitation of space makes it possible only to recommend a reading of
the volume in its entirety.

Editor:

Ihe

affairs
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HERBERT APTHEKER

Economic Crisis

in latin America

.8y Hyman Lumer
Tnn rcoNourc cRrsrs in the United ly 8o per cent of all foreign investStates, which began in ry57, afiected ments in Latin America, and this
other sectors of the capitalist world area in turn acco,rrnts for 35 per
in varying degrees. Especially pro- cent of all investments by American
nounced was its impact on the raw corporations abroad. Most of its inmaterials-producing countries, and

among them the most severely affected of these were the LatinAmerican nations. Their economies,
elosely tied to that of the United
States and heavily dominated by
American imperialism, are today in
a critical state.
DEPENDENCE ON U.S.
These economies are based on the
export of one or more raw materials
and the utilization of the foreign exchange so obtained to import the
bulk of the food, clothing and manufactured goods which these countries need. Nearly 32 per cent of
Latin America's national product
goes into foreign trade (in some
countries as high as 6o per cent),
the lion's share of it with the
United States. Thus, in 1956 the
United States took 46 per cent of
Latin America's exports and supplied
over 50 per cent of its imports.
American big business owns near-

dustry and resources are in American hands. In Chile, for example,
Anaconda and Kennecott produce
92 per cent of the entire copper
output. More than 75 Wr cent of
South America's proved oil resources
are controlled by United States oil
companies. The major part of LatinAmerican mining, transport, communications and power industries are

in

U.S. hands.

American monopoly capital
tracts huge sums

in

ex-

p,rofits through

trade and investment, while the
Latin-American people live in the
most abysmal poverty. In 1958, the
average per capital income was only
$zrz a year. In Peru, Haiti, Paraguay, Nicaragua and Bolivia, it was
Iess than $roo. And the highest, in
Venezuela, was no more than $48o.
ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

The onset of the slump in this
country in ry57 found Latin-American nations already in serious eco-
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nomic difficulties. (Excluding Venczuela whose situation as a major
center of U.S. oil investments is in
some respects exceptional). The vol-

of Latin.American countries (excluding Venezuela) had already ceased
to show any long-term improvement
and in addition was experiencing con-

ume of exports from these countries,
which had remained static over the

siderable short-term deterioration."

Surplus production of farm prodfive years, fell in 1957. ucts and raw materials had been takAt the same time prices of export ing place both in Latin America and
preceding

commodities dropped considerably.
Some, like cofiee prices, had been

declining since 1954. Others, temporarily-shored up because of the
closing of the Suez Canal, fell sharp
ly aftirward. Between the first and
fourth quarters of. ry57, the United
Nations Economic Suruey of l*tin

the United States prior to 1957. These
surpluses had been absorbed in this
country by stockpiling of strategic

commodities, government buying of
agricultural products to support farrn

prices, and inventory accumulation

by private business. In rg5J, however,
stockpiling purchases were greatly reAmerica, 1957 (Columbia University duced. The U.S. Department of AgPress) reports, cofiee fell 8.7/6 in riculture, confronted with enormous
price, wheat 7.2/o, sugar 35%, coP' accumulations of farm products and
per -zr/o, tin 8.7/o, lead q%, and the prospect of new bumper crops,
began to dump large quantities of
zinc z5%.

Meanwhile, prices

of

manufac-

wheat, corn, cotton and other com-

tured imports oontinqed to rise. modities on the world market. And
Thus, according to the United Na- with the end of the boom, inventory
tions Comrnodity Suruey, 1958, a accumulation was replaced by invenrc/odrop in prices of raw material tory reduction.
exports between mid-ry57 and mid-

,9i8 *as accompanied by a t/o in'
ciiase in prices of manufactured
goods entering world trade. In a
number of countries, terms of ffade
and ability to import substantially
worsened.' By the end of 1957 thc

EFFECTS OF U.S. CRISIS

The economic decline which dcveloped after mid-ry57, coming on top
of these developments, produced a

marked decrease in imports of a
Latin-American countries had accum- number of raw materials, chiefly
ulated a trade deficit totaling nearly

$6oo million--+he first such deficit
since 1952. The U.N. Ecooornic Sur'
aey concludes: "The recession in the
United States, which started in the
second half of the year, came therc{ore at a time when the foreign trade

metals. Commodity prices continued
to fall. During ry58, Brazilian coffee
dropped from 55 cents a pound to 4z
cents. Metal prices tumbled, with
copper falling from a 46-cent a pound
average in ry56 to z8 cents in 1958.
In most Latin-American countries,
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the cumulative effect has been devastating. In April, 1958 a Neat

Yor\ Tines

correspondent wrote:

South America is for the most part
deep in oconomic crisis in a backwash

of the United States recession. . . .
Because of the decline of prices that
began last year and the drop in demand
in the North for a number bf commoditics producod on this continent, many
Latin American republics have run out

AMERICA

several y^ears, and especially

h

ry57

and 1958, its economy has suffcred
severely.

In

1958 the deficit in the balance
payments reached an all-time
record. Sharp cuts in imports were
necessitated and the pricis of im-

of

ported goods skyrocketed. Huge bud-

getary deficits werc incurrid, in
large- p-art through atrempts to curb
of hard currencies. The consequent the fall in coffei prices ty governlessening of the capacity to impori and ment buylng of surpluses. At the end
the imposing of import controls have in o{ 1918, there were 13 million bags
turn raised the cost of foreign goods of coffee in governme-nt warehousJs.
that are vital to South Ameiica.- The For 1959 a bumper crop
of z5 million
inflationary nightmare is more pro- Dags rs expected,
with
anticiparcd
nounced than ever.
exporrs of only 15 million bags.
As a consequence, the value of the
A more recent accDunt (New cruzeiro
has steeply declined, its exYorft Times, ]anuary 14, 1959), .,h?,ng.. rate
states:
-falling trom 69 to the
dollar in.mid-rg57
to r5z inlanuary,
1959.
costs
hive ,ii.n p.'r.Living
Except in a few republics such as
srstently-about
durins ioqg
30%
Mexicq 1958 was one of the worst economic years in decades for Latin Amer- a-lone, according to official .rt-im"-t6r.
ica. Inflation was rampant, currencies Ktslng -prices have repeatedly over_
depreciated, domestic budgets ran stag-

gering deficits, foreign earnings werc
pathetically inadequate to pay for essen-

tial imports, and commodities piled
up with no buyers in sight.

taken the wage increases authorized

Dy the government under pressure
of
the workers, and have served qo dep.ress further their already
*..r.rca
living standards. The ,tt.-pt, of thi
Kubitschek governmenr to frce*

Nor has the situation materially pnces under these circumstances
have
improved since ]anuary, despite a produgg,{ only a growing
bl".il
*"rI
slight increase in some raw mate- Ker, addlng to the mounting

popular
rial prices.
unrest.
The nature of the crisis is aptly
caught between shrink. Argentina,illustrated by the situation in Bra- rng
prlces of raw materials and ris_
zil, which is among the countries ing prices of manufactrr.d
ir";;;;.

most gravely afiected. Faced with
growing overproduction and declining prices of coffee over the pasr

has likewise been
disasuous efiects
1954,

subject;J;-;h;
of inflation.-iiri.

Argentina has run a trade dei-
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from about $5oo
million to the dangerously low level
of less than $roo million. The peso
has steadily shrunk in value, its official exchange rate declining from rB
to the dollar in 1955 to 77 at the end
of 1958. During 1958 the cost of living index rose gJ%: and it is continuing to mount at a record rate in 1959.
In Chile, because of falling copper
prices and declining exports, dollar

earnings have been greatly reduced.
Budget deficits have been staggering,
and growing inflation and rising living costs have been accompanied by
serious unemployment. Similar stories can be told for most Latin-American countries.
There have, to be sure, been some
exceptions to this general trend. Ven-

ezuela, thanks to rising oil prices
and a growing volume of exPorts,
has been able to maintain a large
export surplus and so to escape some
of the problems faced by others. Costa

Rica, which produces special high
grade varieties of coffee used for
blending, has succeeded in keeping
prices and exports up despite the gen-

eral decline. But for Latin America
as a who,le, there can be no doubt
that economic conditions suflered a
drastic deterioration in r95B and remain critical despite the partial recovery in the United States economy.

THE PROBLET{ OF
INVESTMENTS

encountered in the eflorts
of these countries to develop a diversified native industry. Pressure for industrialization, spearheaded by the
national bourgeoisie, has existed for a
good many years, but it has grown

especially since the end of World
War II. Moreover, it has gone beyond the development of light industry and has focused particularly
on efforts to achieve self-sufficiency
in two basic products: steel and oil.
As one observer notes:*
Since World War II . . . two aspects
of the political-industrial scene have become particularly pronounced. The demands that industry be expanded to include heavy industry have become incessant. The iron and steel plant has
become the symbol of progress. . .
Further, the large sums of capital

required have led to growing pressure for state investment. He continues:
Since the accrual of domestic private
capital is slow, the State, with its ability to accumulate capital rapidly

through taxation and foreign loans,
must intercede in the industrial sphere
in order to maintain the highest possible rate of development, at the same
time that it reduces the share of private foreign capital in the economy.

In a

number

This growth, however, de- ploration, and private U.S. capital is
it is on importation of eager ro explore for oil. But ihe Arthe necessary capital goods frorn gentine government's own political poli
abroad, and meeting with determined cies bar the way.
resistance from American and other
In the face of this atitude, the
monopoly capital, has remained distinctly limited. In particular, the ef- Latin-American countries have' hJ
forts to develop steel and oil produc- to use up foreign exchange to buy
tion as a state enterprise have met equipment in this countrylr exorbiwith comparatively little success. The tant prices and disadvantageous
oil trusts seek oil concessions for terms. In addition, they have g.-..r.r_
themselves, and there is general an- ally been.only partially success?ul in
tipathy to the potential competirion meeting their needs and have had to
of a domestic steel industry. Every rely heavily on imporrs of oil and, to
effort, therefore, is made to sabotage varying degrees, of steel.
In Brazil, the state-owned oil venthe development of these enterprises
or, where this proves impossible, to ture,_ Petrobras, supplies onlv zoVo
take control of them.*
ol,
!h. country's needs. Last year,
Above all do United States monop- oil.imports totalled $z7o million_a
oly capital and the State Department m-ajor contribution to Biazil,s balance
abhor state enterprise, to which they of payments deficit. arg."tin", i.,
profess to be opposed "in principler" /anuary, 1959, was prod,i.irrg ,o-.
and for which they persistently refuse Ioo,ooo barrels of oil a dry olut of ,
loans or aid. Thus, Iast August, Sec- consumpdon of z5orooo trarrels, and
retary Dulles turned down a Brazll- was spendinL$:oo million a year for
ian request for a loan for oil develop- oil imports. The country also imoorts
ment on the grounds that money is nearly $zoo million *orih of irorr^
not available for such "speculative" steel a year.
"rrJ
investments. The necessary capital,
The expenditure of these huee
he told the Brazilians, should be ob- sums to import oil and ,teel as wJll
tained from American oil companies. as equipment has contributed sreatlv
The Wall Stree,t lournal (lanuary to trrde and budgetary defici"ts. I1
6, r95g) places the matter very blunt- has. added considerably io the growth
lyt
of inflation and has seriously"aggraquences.

cit totalling $r billion, and its gold difficulties

reserves have fallen

of

Latin-American

countries, the growth o,f industry has
made considerable progress, with im-

portant social and political

pendent as

The truth is that the so<alled "gap"

in capital for most of the Latin-Ameri
can countries is self-created. Argentina,
for example, needs capital for oil ex-

conse+

of affairs an
important contributing factor is the
To this serious

state

r John J. Johnson, Polirical Cbange ia Lati*
Amqica ( Stanford University Prms, 1918,
$5.00), p.8-9.
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caa

For further details see Yictor Perlo, Amqi-

lmpuialitn (N. Y., 1951), pp.

106'114.

vated the economic crisis.

U.S. "AID"
_ Confronted

with insistent demands

for help from the

Latin-American
counrries, the Eisenhower Adminis-

POLITICAL AFFAIRS
tration has followed a policy of tak-

ing advantage of their plight to advance the interests of American mo'
nooolv capital, at the same time off..i.rg a profusion of platitudes and
fatherlv advice.

As a condition for loans, it

has

forced devaluation and convertibil-

itv of
#nl.n

Latin-American currencies,

facilitates the withdrawal of

orofits bv American firms but inir."r., the drain on the foreign exchanse reserves of these countries all
th. irore. It has insisted on the
adootion of "austerity" programs
supposedly designed to'control inflaii""i u, holdittglown the wages and
Iivins standards of the working peo"And it has demanded that plans
ole.
ior development of oil and other inau"ii.t be abandoned and turned
over
- to foreign caP'ital'
A *or, gTaring examPle- of .this
oolicv in aclion iithe "stabilization"
l.oni"- accepted bY Argentina's
hr#d.tt, Arturo Frondizi last De;;b;r-", a condition for a $329 million loan from this country'- In return for this, Frondizi agreed to the
following:

r.

Devaluation of the Peso and end-

ing all exchange restrictions'
l. lif,mg of all restrictions on imports.

e.

Removal of price subsidies to con-

.,ri-r.rr, and holding down of
increases.

wage

a. Elimination of deficits in stateby disposing of .such
"**n.J'r.nr"ies
or seeking assistance ffom
ventures
foreign

caPital.

CRISIS

The aim of the austerity program,
officially described as "one of the
most drastic ever impo'sed," is admittedly to reduce dornestic consump'
tion and increase exports. At the same
time, it has opened the doors to further penetration of foreign capital.
Contracts were signed with a grouP

of foreign oil

companies-among

them Esso, Royal Dutch-Shell, PanAmerican International Oil Company
(Standard of Indiana) and Union Oil
Company of California-for the exploration and development of oil rcserves. The deal with Pan-American
is typical. The company is to oper'
ate with a free hand and to sell oil
to the state oil enterprise, YacimienPetroliferos Fiscales, which is also to
pay all taxes.
American capital, it should be
noted, is also involved in the construction of Argentina's first integrated steel mill, and a French group
has undertaken the development of
fugentine coal fields at Rio Turbo.
Writes Juan de Onis in the New
YorfrTimes (January 4, r95g):

If

the stabili zation program is able
buttress the economic development
program of President Frondizi, a bright

to

period lies ahead for United Statcs
investors in and exporters of capital
goods to Argentina.

But for the Argentine peop,le, the
agreement produced only a fresh skyrocketing of prices. By March the
costs of public services had risen
zoo/o, electricity. r5o/o and gasoline
zao7o. Soaring prices had reduced

IN LATIN

meat consumptrot by 5o/o.
The Argentine agreement is considered by the State Department as

AMERICA

make loans

for regional

economic

development projects. All of which
adds up to little indeed, as even the

a test. And similar negotiations most conservative Latin-American
are under way with Brazil, with spokesmen were quick to note.

Washington demanding greater

aus-

terity in that country also.
Another illustration of U.S. policy

is President Eisenhower's action of
last September cutting import quotas
of lead and zinc by one-third. This
step; ostensibly for the protection of
an industry employing all of 3,5oo
workers in this country, had a serious
effect on Peru, where r2rooo were
thrown out of work, as well as on
Mexico (with some 5o,ooo lead and
zinc miners) and on Bolivia.
Ironically, Eisenhower signed the

order on the very day that a meeting
ministers of the twenty

of foreign

Latin-American republics and the
United States opened in Washington
to discuss Latin-American problems.
The meeting was a preliminary to a
conference of the Committee of
Twenty-One, a body created by the
Organization of American States.
For the Latin-American countries,
the results of these meetings proved
woefully disappointing. Their chief
accomplishment was the setting up
of an eleven-nation committee to
study the Latin-American proposals
for stabilization of markets and prices
of raw materials, establishment of regional markets and expansion of
technical aid. The only propo,sal actually agreed to was for the estab'
lisment of an Inter-American Development Institution to help plan and

POPULAR RESISTANCE
Quite understandably, growing nurnbers of people in tholitin-Arierican
countries hold U.S. imperialism responsible for their plighi and are becoming increasingly resentful both
against United States policies and
against those ruling circles in their
own countries who help foist such
policies on rhe people.
There are growing expressions of
anger at efforts of American big

to take advantage of thcii
to drive ra; material
prices down_ while prices of monopbusiness

difficulties

oly-produced manufactures continrje
to rise, and at the imposition of import restrictions by the United States

while

it

dumps huge quantities of

cotton, wheat and other agricultural

commodities on world markets.
There is widespread resentment
against American insistence that Export-Import Bank loans must be
spent in this country where prices
are generally higher than elsewhere,
as well as against the drive to force
them to abandon their own develooment of oil and steel industries.
Latin Americans are incensed at
the support given by this country to
hated dictators. And they are only
too well aware of the State Depariment's role in Guatemala and other

POLITICAL AFFAIRS
countries.

All this resentment and anger exploded when Nixon visited Latin
America last year, and it is small

wonder that he got the kind of reception that was accorded him.
Sfokesmen for the Eisenhower Ad-

ministration profess to be mystified
by these attitudes. Dr. Milton S.
Eisenhower, in his report to the Presi,dent last |une on his mission to Latin
America, dismisses them as "misun,derstandings" and "misconceptions"
which need only a stepping uP of
State Department Propaganda to [e
cleared up. He adds insult to iniury
by proposing that each of the LatinAmerican governments be urged "to
assume a large measure of responsibility for promoting the relevant un'derstanding within its own country."
But the rising feelings of the LatinAmerican peoples against American
imperialism are not so easily disposed

of. Nor is the growing

resistance

to the pro-imperialist policies of their
own ruling circles.
In Argentina, Frondizi's caPitula-

tion to the

demands

of the

State

Department has aroused a storm. In
January, a general strike took place,
involving at least 75% of the country's oteanized workers. Precipitated
bv a sit-to*n strike of workers in the
nationally-owned meat plant after the
government had voted to -dispose of
ii in o.der to eliminate deficits in its

operation, the general strike was
broken by the use of Police and
troops armed with tanks, and- bY
a.reiting hundreds of labor leaders.

CRISIS

Today there are threats of new
strikes for wage increases sufficient
t ) meet the astronomical rise in
prices.

ln Brazil, there have been numerous mass demonstrations against rising prices and government policy. In
Bolivia, 25,ooo tin miners recently
st.uck against abolition of subsidized
commissary prices-the condition de-

for resumption of financial
aid by the International Monetary
Fund. And in other countries as
manded

well, there are multiplying signs of
unrest and resistance.
Today the Latin-American peoples
are on the march to full national
freedom. The overthrow of the Rojas Pinilla tyranny in Colombia in
May, 1957 and the subsequent overthrow of Perez fimenez in Venezuela

in

January, 1958 have been followed
by the inspiring victory of the Cuban
people over the bloody dictator Ba-

tista. The present crisis is giving
further impulse to the national liberation movement, and the inroads
of American imperialism in Argentina and elsewhere through "stabilization" agreements will very likely
prove to be transitory.
LATIN AMERICA AND THE
SOCIALIST WORLD

Under United States pressure, the
trade of Latin America with the socialist countries was for a number
of years reduced to the barest trickle.
After r952, however, it began to

grow. By

1957, exports

to the social-

IN LATIN AMERICA
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ist countries had increased almost union since 1947, exchanging zo,ooo
five-fold in value ro a total of $rz3 bags of cocoa-for 6o,ooo ionl of oil.
million, while imports had tripled The Soviet Union has ofiered to exto $Bo million (Latin-American Busi- change oil for coffee and cotton as

ness Highlighrr, The Chase Manhat- well,"and ,o ,"pp!-Arrrit *l,h ,tt
tan Bank, second quarter, r95B). the oil equipmenf s[,e needs. poland
In 1958, under the pressure of the and Czechi,slovakia are supplying
economic crisis and the mounting ships and oil, and china has boughi
resistance to American imperialism, increasing quantities of sugar.
there were further advances in trade Chile, ln March, ,95g, sild r5,ooo
with socialist countries, particularly tons of copper to th6-soviet union.
with the Soviet Union. In that year, Subsequently, however, projected
the U.s.S.R. replaced Britain as rhe sales were 'halted by the Linited
largest buyer of uruguayan wool, stares, with threats of imposition of
taking nearly 3o/o of her total wool tarifis, on the argument ihat interexports._ In return, uruguay bought American agreernents forbade such
r% million barrels of soviet oil, be- trade. othJr countries have been
coming dependent on that country involved in trade with the socialist
as a. major supplier. Uruguay has world to lesser degrees, and there
also trecome a buyer of Soviet cotton, have been some beglnnings of soviet
East German newsprint, Hungarian aid to Brazil and Argentiiaelectrical gogds, and
.a variety - of The volume of thls trade is as yet
manufacrured articles from czecho- small-no more than z% of tital
'But
slovakia, East Germany and Poland. Latin-American trade.
it has
Argentine trade-also has expanded been growing at the rate of about
cons'derably. Early in 1958, the-so- 40% ; y.^r uIn.e ,952. If it should
vie_t_ union granted a credit of $roo continue to rise
that
"i-.r.n half
million for the purchase of oil equip rate, rhe chase Manhattan
Bank esment, of which over one-third has timares, it would reach a total of
$r
already been ,used. Arg_entina has billion in ren years.
also bought soviet oil, locomotives There is .u.ry .."ro" for such
and rails and a coke-washing plant trade to grow much more rapidly
from czechoslovakia and has agreed than this, since it offers the Latinto take two million tons of Polish American nations real assistance in
coal over the next four years. A so, achieving economic independence
.
viet-Argentine chamber of com- and growth, and recognition of this
.
merce has been formed, and trade is becoming .r., *oi. *id.rpr;;e.
with Hungary and Rumania is also !hu9, Dr. Augusto F. Schmidt, head
being developed..
of the Brazilian delesation to the
in
october,
1953, negotiated conference of the c"ommittee
of
.Brazll,
the first trade deal with the Soviet Twenty-one last fall, in presenting
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a plan to

elevate the average per
capita income for all Latin America
to $48o a year, asserted that this

could be achieved only with the aid
of greatly increased trade with the
Soviet Union and China.
The State Department, seeking to
undermine these trade relations, has
accused the Soviet Union of deliberately dumping various metals, especially tin, on the world market in
order to scuttle Latin-American efforts to stabilize prices. This cry
has been picked up by reactionary
government circles in Bolivia and
elsewhere. What they fail to state,

lt

is.also urgent that the fullest back-

ing be given to the Latin-American
workers in their battles against in'
tensified exploitation in the name of
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"stabilization."

' This is as much in the interests of
the workers in the United States as
of those in Latin America. Both are
exploited by the same giant corpora'
tions which seek to pit one $roup
against the other. And it is the super-exploitation of the Latin American workers which makes possible
such evils as the runaway shop and
import of certain raw materials at the
expense of the jobs of workers in the
however, is that repeated Soviet of- United States.
IJnfortunately, the leadership of orfers over a period of years to buy
Bolivian tin had been rejected un- ganized labor in this country has all
der U.S. pressure. Even today, the too often allied itself with State-Desocialist countries, though they have partment policies. It has ofiered itbecome net exporters, ofier potential self as an instrument for "fighting
markets for Latin-American metal Communism" in Latin America, and
exports. Thus, Czechoslovakia re- thereby has contributed to disuniting
cently offered to take Peru's entire and weakening the Latin-American
tmions. Unfortunately, too, some unsurplus of lead and zinc.
ions have sought, through support
THE NEED FOR
of high tariffs and import restrictions,
SOLIDARITY
to find momentary solutions for the
Vital to the success of the Latin- problems of their own members at
American peoples in their struggles the expense of Latin-American workto free themselves from imperialist ers.
domination is the support of the
A fight must be waged against all
working people of this country. It is such policies in the American labor
essential that American labor oppose movement, and for the utmost solithe present Wall Street-dictated poli- darity of workers of both continents.
cies of the Eisenhower Administra- A free, industrially developed Latin
tion,.and fight for a policy based on America, with vastly improved living
genuine economic assistance to the standards for its working people, ii
Latin-American countries and non- in the interests of every worker in
interference in their internal affairs. this country.

THE UNITED STATES AND GERMANY (Par+

"Hou

does

l)

i, becorne a lnan to behaae toward this Americafi goaI answer that he cannot uithout disgrace be associated

ernrnefl, today?

uith it"-Henry David Thoreau,

1849.

The foreign policy of the United States Government, especially since

1945, has been geared towards establishing hegemony over the

world by the

American ruling class. Therefore, the policy has been thoroughly reactionary, militaristic, and aggressivel it is a policy which pauperizes the impoverished
and chains the enslavall it is a policy which has bulwarked monstrous tyrantsdefunct and de facto-from Bao Dai to Batista, frorn Franco to Rhee, from
]imenez to Nuri Said, from Trujillo to Chiang. It is a policy that opposes
democracy, national liberation, and Socialism; it is a policy-to quote from
the recent penetrating critique by Professor Williams-that "has now become a
denial of the spirit of man."*
Naturally, such a policy, being pursued in a country with the political,
and religious traditions of the United States, must be envelopod in hypocritical
terminology and demagogic trappings perhaps unparalleled in the terribly long
history of hypocrisy and demagogy. The hypocrisy and demagogy will be most
blatant where that policy impinges upon areas central to its implementation.
Such an area is Girmany-the country in Europe's heart, with the largest
population, the most highly developed industry and the richest resourccs on
that continent-the Soviet Union excepted, of course. Here the issucs are
not peripheral and the stakes are not simply high; here the issues are fundamenial ind the stakes are basic. kt us seek to break through the obstacles
of prevarication and doception on this question of Germany-this question of
questions-and get at the facts.
U.S, Policy: Then and Nou

On |anuary Jt t)59t the Department of State issued a Memorandum
entitled: "The Soviet Note on Berlin-An Analysis." There the Department
summarizes what it alleges to be the purposes and commitments entered into
by the United States uis-d,urs Germany during World War II, in these words:
11.751,

A. \Filliams, Th9 Tqq,ad! ol .lqtoica* Diqlomcy. (Cleveland, r0fiorld Pub. Co.,
p. 183. Vc hopc to be able to publish an sr.tended analysis of this important work iri

aa cailY rsse.
-'wiUi"-
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In wartime

agreements the Allied nations stated two fundamental
policies: they pledged to defeat the enemy, and they declared they would
strive for recovery from the war, continuing wartime cooperation.

This presentation of allegod wartime commitments was made by the State
Department in reply to Soviet insistence that they required an.anti-fascist and
anti-militarist policy, ,that this had not been pursued by the United States and
that, therefore, arrangements entered into on the basis of those commitments
needed thorough re-examination.
These versions contradict each other; while neither need be true, it is
certain that both cannot be true, What are the facts concerning World War

II

agreements relative

being fought

in

to Germany and the

purposes

for which the war

was

Europel
In August, t947, the State Department issued an official Memorandum entitled: "Occupation of Germany: Policy and Progress." That Memorandum,

then, began with this sentence:

The guiding objectives of the Government with respect to Germany

were: r) the total destruction of the Nazi regime, and z) insurance against
the reappearance in the future of a regime or ideology calculated to disturb
the general peace and security.

The reader is invited to compare this 1947 summary with the 1959 summary
quoted earlier. On what is the 1947 summary based? The Memorandum itself
tells us by quoting from the maior policy statement made by the President of the
United States, in his Message to Congress, dated September ry, t943. On that
occasion, President Roosevelt stated:
There is one thing I want to make perfectly clear: When Hitler and
the Nazis go out, the Prussian military clique must go with them. The
war-breeding gangs of militarists must be rooted out of Germany-and out
of fapan-if we are to have any real assuran€e of future peace. . . We
shall not be able to claim that we have gained total victory in this war
if any -vestige of Fascism in any of its malignant forms is permitted to survive anywhere in the world.
These words anticipate not only in substance but in detail the solemn warrime agreements entered into by the Allied Coalition; the agreements that gave
meaning to the indescribable suflering brought on by that war and that lifted
the hearts and steeled the arms o{ millions and millions of men and women
who fought on through everything for years with the single-minded purpose
oI making those agreements come into being. If the present Administration believes thal it can get away with an efiort to wipe out the memory of those
agreements and the reality of those commitmenls by a co-uple _of lines concocted
by their Madison-Avenue boys about "defeating the enemy" and "recovering from
the war," then it is clear that the ailments of this Administration, while indubitably
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in the physical

sphere, are even more critical in the mental.
signed at Yalta, Februar!, 1945, the Governments of the United
States, Great Britain and the Soviet Union unequivocally agreed:
severe

In a treaty

our inexorable purpose [is] to destroy German militarism and nazism
. . . to disarm and disband all German armed forces; break up for all time
the Germany military equipment; eliminate or conrrol all German industry
that could be used for milirary production; bring all war criminals to just
and swift punishment and exait repararion in t<ina for the destrucfion
wrought. by the Germans; wipe out ihe Nazi party, Nazi laws, organizations and institutions, remove ill Nazi and militarisi lnfruences fionipublic
ofEce and from the cultural and economic life of the German people , . .

enable the liberated peoples ro destroy the last vesriges of nazism and fascism. . . .

In April, 1945, the U.S. |oint Chiefs of Staff ordered the Commander in
Europe--General Eisenhower-to implement this Treaty in the American zone
of Germany, and to undertake the complete destruction of Nazism and Nazi
organizations, overt or covert, and to eliminate from all spheres of German public,

life all supporters of fascism, miliiarism or Nazism.
After the surrender of Germany, the Three Great Powers at potsdam, in
August, 1945, reiterated, and, if anything, made more explicit, their agreement,
"permanently to prevent the revival or reorganization of German militarism and
Nazism . . . to pre_vent all Nazi and militarist activity or propaganda. . . . German education shall be so controlled as completely to eliminatJNazi and milicorporate or cultural

taristdoctrin.r...."

The facts concerning the agreements of world war II refute, then, the State
Department assertion of January, r95g that the USSR is in error when it insists
that those agreements had at their heart an anti-Nazi and anti-militarist commitment, and that those agreements called for nothing more than the enemy's
defeat and recovery from the damages of the war through united effort. on t[ris
matter of historical fact, the government of the Soviet Union is right, and the
government of the United States is wrong.

Iilhy Is the Record Fakified?
The lJ.S._gove-rlment falsifies rhe narure of the World War Two agreements
_
because she has failed to abide by them. Its policy has been to renizify, not
denazify; to cartelize, not to decartelize; to remilitarize, not to demilitarizi. I*t

the record speak:

- On.dcnazifcation:_lames Stewarr Martin, for a year and a half immediately
after the s,,a., chief of the Decartelization Branch o[ the American Military Government in Germany, wrote th.at, beginning iy ry46: "Top Nazis and Na2i sup.
port€rs who think democracy ridiculous moved into key positions in the econom-ic
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and administrative life of Germany, or were never thrown out," (All Honorable
Mcn,Butont r95ot p. 168). In March, 19146, General Clay, U.S. Military Governor in Germany, turned over to German authorities the task of denazification.
Early in 1948, this General issued a directive that the process was to be completed by the summer of that year.
The overall official figures, to fune, 1948, show that in Western Germany
nearly thirteen million persons were registered for investigation, of whom ovcr
nine millions were dismissod immediately. Of the remainder, almost two and
a half million wcre given amresty without trial; about Soo,ooo were tried. Nearly
forty percent of those tried were exoneratedl fifty percent were classified as only
"followers"l and but one-tenth of one percent were classified as "major ofienders."
These are the figures for the lower courtsl on appeal less than thirty percent
of the classifications and punishments were confirmed. Of those convicted, the
vast maiority---.cighty percent-were fined less than a thousand marks; and as
of December, 1949 there was throughout West Germany a total of. z5o persons
in jail for Nazi activities and atrocitiesl
Who were the people exonerated, lighdy fined, or jailed for a few monthsl
In addition to such relatively well-publicized figures as Hans Schacht, Ilse Koch
and Alfred Krupli, the names include: Simpfendorfier, Nazi Minister of Education-freed; Hildebrandt, chief of the foreign-labor branch of the Nazi Labor
Ministry-fined z5o marksl SS Major-General Klepfer-dassified a "minor offender" and unpunished; SS Lt. Gen. Wolff, chief of all Gestapo activities in Italy
a four years' sentence and released four days later because of prior com-given
miiment. People like Ernst Bohle, chief of the Nazi Party's Foreign Office,
and |osef Altstoetter, Gestapo representative in Hider's Ministry of fustice,
were freed after serving two years. Exonerated were such figures as: the former
Dean at Bonn University, a member of the Gestapo and an informer for Himmler; a Director of the Interior Ministry under Hider from 1933 to 1943. The
police chief of Nuremberg who organized the 1938 pogrom there; the Mayor of
oocupied Vienna; the physician in charge of enforcing the Nazi sterilization lawthesC men were fined less than a thousand marks.
Ffence, as early as 1948 Professor ]ohn H. Herz entitled an article in the
Political Science Quarterly,'iThe Fiasco of Denazification," a fi.asco which, he
concluded "opened the way toward renewed control of German publig social,
economic and cultural life by forces which only partially and temporarily had
been deprived of the infuence they had exerted under the Nazi regime." Hence,

by February, 1949, Bernard Taper, a former official of AMG in Germany, was
writing in Hcrpcr's of "the return of Nazis to oftce." Already, under U.S.
.orrtrof said Taper, "They are coming back not only into high ofice, but into
all the nooks and crannies of German bureaucracy'" By the next year, as thc
United Press reported from Munich (Feb. 23, r95o), the denazificltion offices
were being shui throughout Western Germany. Th9 stgrl_ explainei^: "Ministry
officials said the closing was necessary because no funds for denazification had
been included in the rySo'sr budget."
Koppel S, Pinson, a professor at Queens College in New York City, is the
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author of an eminently_- conservative 4d heatedly anti-communist study of
Modern.Germany: Its History an! Ciuilizatioz (N. y, 1954, Macmillan). this
r.espectable gendeman wrires on American occupation polic-y'in Germany'immediately after the war:
Few as the anti-Nazis were, they should have been given enthusiastic
support by military governmenr. This was usually not t[e case. while it
was- not
apparent whether Nazism paid or not, it became all too
-always
evident from the start rhat anti-Nazism did-not pay.

As the months

passed, matters deteriorated. Thus, continues professor pin-

son, "the years after tg47 saw the. huge rehiring of former Nazis for important
places in the administrative machinery of the n-ew German states." In fact, he
states that matters reached the point where those Germans who had been anti-

]'la7is.o.1h{ palicipated in the denazification efiorr, "began to find it increasingly difficult to find employment, and have come to form i'new class of political

and economic outcasts."
, Presently, this is a "cause for serious alarm." No wonder, since four members
of Adenauer's own cabinet had been important members of-the Mzi party, and
two of them had been Gestapo membels! And the chancellor was'forced to
admit in r95r that of the- 383 senior,officials in his Foreign office, r34 had been
Nazi party members. Of these, Professor Pinson writes:They are not only nominal party members. They include among others

the author of the o{ficial legal commeatary to- tlie [racist] Nur-emberg
laws,_.the organiz*r of the activities of the Grand Mufii in the Near East]
the director of the F'ast European Division of the Nazi Foreign office, thi

active leader in the deportation of the fews of Amsterdam, and the man
who ordered the extermination of Jews deported from Rumania.

"the police force is staffed with numerous SS [Gestapo] ofEcers.,, Gen-And,
erallya "opeg a_dmiration for the top Nazi leaders- has also begun to reappear.
. . . Revived Nazi sentimert has been utilized 1o form variouJpolitical gi6ups,
political parties-, and_veterans' orga-nizations." Anti-semitism again is rampant,
writes this. professor in ry5,4, but, "Much more serious than thJopen and ciudi
manifestations of Nazism are the more subde and deeper aspeits of authoritarian nationalist sentiment." All this-plus the adoption by tlie west German
government for its official anthem of-once more-the anlhem of Bismarck's
Germany-Deutschland uber Allcs! And 6oo judges, who administered the law
under Hitler, now sit under Adenauer. As Dulles says-he wants a free Germany, and he knows a free Germany when he sees it.
The institutionalizing and legalizing of renazifrcation occurred with the passage in l95r by the West German government of a law which gave all ousted
civil service emp_loyees 1 vested right to their former positions, regirdless of their
relationship with the Nazi Party. The only exception then made-since re-
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to bar former Gestapo members from civil service reinstatement
as a matter of right. In a quite recent critical study of Democracy in Western
Germany (Oxford University Press, N. Y., $7.5o), Richard Hiscocks refers to
the "enormity" of this r95r law which actually favored collaborator and Nazi
pealed-was

expense of the heroic minority opposed to Hitlerism.
Lately, Professor ]ohn H. Herz, whose earlier writing on the subject we have
already iited, prepared a study of "Political Views of the West German Civil
Servici" for thi RAND corporation,it actually a non-military agency serving the
U.S. Air Force in an informational capacity. The West German bureaucracy,
as one might expect, bows to none in terms of numbersl Professor Herz estimates
that in it-are about one and a half million employees. He concludes that the
great majority prefer to forget the "trouble" before r945,-or to.blame "others" for
its occurren.e. A considerable minority are outright Nazis, he states, but most
adopt an attitude of utter cynicism and eschew all systems and all .values. He
finds that "today's service is made up largely of the service that existed under

civil servants at the

theNazis..,."

The politically reactionary majority in Adenauer's civil service, writes Herz,
"obiect to almosi everything in earlier American policies: democratization, de'
nazification, demilitarization, and so forth. By the same token, they express
great satisfaction with the more recent change in American-policy in all these
Eelds," The small minority, however, which has some prodemocratic feelings,
"are profoundly apprehensive." This minority of pro-democrats in_Dulles' Germrrrfl ""r. disiurbed not only about the international implications but above all
about'the internal impact of a policy which, so they say, tends to encourag.e the
militarist, ultra-nationilist, anti-democratic forces in Germany'" As a result, "German democrats, so these officials complain, have thus been discredited."
On democratization: Ol course, renazification means a repudiation of democratization----one of the undertakings explicitly pledged at both Yalta and Potsdam.
In addition to the material presented above, however, there is much evidence
confirming a U.S. governmental policy of hindering,- rather -than assisting, the
developmJnt of democratic orgatization, action' and thougtrt in Germany.
Thus, clearly, any serious efiort to undo Hitlerite reaction would have to undertake a re-odeling of the educational system, both in terms of undoing its
caste nature and its elitist, racist, militarist, and jingoist content, In fact, however, norhing like this was done, and higher education remains the p-rivilege
of the ofispr-ing of the rich in West Germany, while the autocratic and aristocratic natuie df the universities, notorious since Bismarck, characterize them

under Adenauer.
By ,g47, Saul K. Padover, the well-known- historian-during the war, a
Lt. iot. in th. U.S. Army's Psychological Warfare section, assigned to educational work in the American Zone-was already rePorting "The Failure of Reeducation of Germany."** lle explained that while the straight-out Nazi text-

-ATni,

forms a chapter in Hans Speier and I[. P. Davison,_ 6,6,s,, lVey Gennan Leadrfiip ond
podsi"ioi;iT'\Row, Pcte"soo & co.; vhite Plains, N. Y" $7)'
.1 published itt Ed*c*io* i* Tuntition, 34th Annual Schoolmen's Proceedings, 1p47, University

of

PennsYlvania.
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bo.oks were removed, "it was not easy to cleanse those that contained
subtle
mrlrta,strc propaganda or an indirect nationalist slant glorifying German heroes.,,
IJr. H.adover then..gave two actual examples of what-he thought were "subtle,,

and "indirect" militaristic and nationaliitic inculcation:

Take, for example,_this sentence from the grammar.school textbook,
^
l)eutsches
Lesebuch, IV, which ends the story" of Alfred Krupp_.,His
work remains as a blessing for hundreds of thtusands of dilileii hands,
an enlightening
.exglple oI national labor and a proud glory 3f our G.rman fatherland." This seems innocent enough, i*..pt io. the fact that
Alfred Krupp built Germany's largest
*orlir. The question is,
"r*"r.ri.,i
should such sentences be leit in o"r cut
out? This has been ieft in. or
take.this sample fr-ory the history textbook, Lehrbuch der Gcschichtc, llr,
which,.speaking of the Prussian'defeat oI r8o7, says: ,,The ,rc..rro., of
Frederick the Great were weak sovereigns ana'ihey missed the right moment for the inevitable war." Is this-legitimrt. iirto.y or profraganda
designed to keep alive the militaristic splritr rhe answer i" oilii"rrly
not

easy.

what is not easy, is to understand padover's naivet€. And these were the
standards back.in 1946, when the ink on the potsdam Treaty was hardly-diy.
No wonder Padover concluded: "Unfortunately the superint.rrd.rr.. of .d,rJatioi,
like that of^political affairs in general, is not infrequ."tty i" the hands of ultranationalist Germans whose aim is to revive the naiionaliit spirit and keep fresh
the military tradition." And he offered rwo instances of such superinteirdence
of which he.had person-al knowledge: the person in charge of education in the
Aachen area "was an old militarist clerical," who despised the French and loathed

the British, and "naturally defended Hitler's w"r"i the Minister of culture in
Bavaria was "a violent reactionary and fanatical militarist . . . who personallv

supervises the revision

tion of war."

of textbooks, one of which contains a notorious'glorifica'-

These, we. repeat, we_re the personnel selected by the American Military
^
Government,
back in 1946,-to_implement.the re-education of the German peopll
so that.the last ves-tiges of. Nazism might be extirpated and militarism ^miiht
never.rise again. M wonder.th.at
I 1949 the Nei yorftTimes (April z7)"reported there were "more Nazis in German schools today than in ioas,"
AMG ofrcial whose article in riarpey's (Fe6.i9a9) has
. Bernard rape_L the
-iri
already been
was. charged specifically with supervising elictions
west
-cited,
Germany. His conclusions are indicated in the arri;le's titli: "Heil Free Electionsl"l they arc.spellod out more fllly.in this sentence: "It cannot be seriously
contended that the Germans have developed, any feeling for democracy or havl
made any basic changes in a way of life whosc social"and cultural institutions
remain thoroughly anti-democratic."
.By..r11o' the propaganda line of the u.s. government was to promise to deal

only "with ary serious resurgence of Gcrman p2s6i5r1"-1s qu&e High com-
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missioner fohn |. McCloy (N. y. Herald Tribune, lan. z6). Men like General
Clay and Henry Byroade (then Director of the Bureau of German Afiairs in the
State Department) stressed the need for the gradual elimination of Nazism, insisted_ that this process could not be legislated or "forcodr" and began to argue
that it was "undemocratic" to repress fascism-i.e,, to do what wai pledged at
Potsdam.

Now there are two main elements to government propaganda on this matter,
depending on the level of the media being used. One,-employed especially in
the mass media, presents, as we have seen, a complete falsification of the aitual
nature of the wartime obligations and agreements; the other, more commonly
used for academic and sophisticated audiences, insists that those obligationi
and agreements are so "vague" as to be
agreed to, as matters

of wartime

in fact meaningless, that they

were

propaganda and that, therefore, they carry no

real weight.

The latter argument, for example, is developed at length in Harold Zink's
The United States in Germany: ry44-r955 (Van Nostrand, N. Y., $7.5o). This
is of particular interest, for the author, now a professor at Ohio State University, was Chief Historian for several years in the office of the U.S. High
Crcrnmissioner for Germany. Professor Zink begins his argument by remarking
that "there is litde convincing evidence that democracy can be imposed by one
country or a group of countries on another." He thinks that the fact that the
Soviet Union, the United States and Great Britain all jointly agreed on the Potsdam commitment itself tends to demonstrate "the vague or perhaps meaningless
character of this objective." The experience of fighting World War One in
order to "make the world safe for democraay" should have shown all concerned,
writes Professor Zink, that the undertakings at Potsdam represented "a futile
proposition." In any case, this author wonders how it was possible for anyone
to think that the "generally negative provisions" of the Potsdam agreement and
of the directive issued by the Joint Chiefs of Stafi for its implementation "could
be regarded as any real 'preparation' for such democratic reconstruction." Considering the question a rhetorical one, he concludes that, at any rate, "the tendency [of Military Government] was to leave the problem of democratic reconstruction in abeyance."
The question is not rhetorical at all, and it poses the fundamental problem
relative to Germany. The "negative provisions" of the Potsdam Treaty required
the elimination of all vestiges of Nazism from German politics, culture, and society; there is nothing vague about this, though the method of its implementation and the degree to which it is done or need be done might be subjects for
debate. But surely such provisions were not enforced by a policy of renazification! And, alas, the "pro'blem of democratic reconstruction" was no le{t "i!
abeyance"l for social development does not wait on any particular person, whether
he is High Commissioner or Chief Historian. Post-war Germany was a living,
albeit devastated, organism; therefore, it was in process of change, and this change
could be either progressive or retrogressive.
One thing would not happen; things would not be left in abeyance. And
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not; rather

a policy was instituted by the U.S. govcrnlr"::_r^._?_rh.y.y.r.
o,r, its anti_fascist commirrnents and this carriid with it
a- policy
l.]l-:-r-,r_.".gtnC
ot resto,ng to authority-nazi, militarist, reactionary figures. The .,proble'm
oi
ctemocratlc

il:

reconstruction" was answered by the u.S. goiernment

by tf,e
of a policy of anti-democratic reconstr".tlo.
"d"fu;
Before concluding this discussion of demo,cr atization, a brief no
e should be
,
added concerning
.chancellor Adenauer himself. This extremely conservative

and very old man is a typical product, of European cathoric hierarthicar
poritical
in the law ind hording poiitical
*.i ,i"". ih. t.y, oi

jg3i{1sr__edugated

world war

I.

His personal arrogance irrd

the qualrties and tradition: gf m:.

G.erma-ny_

"m..
fi.r.. bureaucratismt

i' tt.*

"uLHirc;il;
of the Kaiser. Richard

cited, has this in mint when he refers;; w;;, Germany
::
l*.,P:fa p.XI1T:l{
"chancellor-Democracy." professor Gordon
as havlng
A. craig, of princetorl
study,l neverrheless refers to Ade;;;;;'s-;tii.iip,ory *"o:l_E,*:yf,'i:idtl
ner,"
his tendency to ofier "gratuitous afironts," his extreme

dgid'itv, arid rris habit

ot serecy' so that, for examplg while he ofiered to supply,i,.r"i'G.r*an divithc Allied High Commission in a memo-randurri of Arrgrrrr
,-r-95o, he did
li^":r.,,:
t-.r.1_i,.ji.,.essary,to inform the Bundestag of this ofier unti Febiu^ry,
,95r,
l:: then did so "almost by chance.,, and

on anti-scntitism: Renazification and anti-democracy_ mean, in Germann
revived anti-semitism. The latter ornament most certairill
DullesAdenauer version of a free Germany. The matter is tricky fo.
"Jrinr-irr"
th.*, somewhat
in the '"vay that the fim-Crow

sysiem

in the Unitod S;i.;-;";;;'the

Eisen-

hower-Dulles team. Of course, both men are staunch Anglo_Saxon'supremacists
and have conducted their lives in full accordance with thi .,.;ra;i;i.dr;;d ,kclusive" nature of such supremacists, but both men, operating in a world
most
of whose people.are.colored and are on the march, a"aLtn
;h";;i"";
dri"g;.
find this. quesrion of Iim Crow moit distressing_;n-t},e-*ood, of
1f
c. f..{1ml
L. sulzberger, "the ir.gJ, torme-nted racial
r"'-or,
embar-problem
rasses our_policy makers" (what's wrong utith O.s.
"*,.tyFrarcourt,
Foreign policy,
Brace, N. Y., $4.5o, p. 2o).
anti-semitism, especially since the horror of Hitlerism and the fact
remaining |ewi in the world live in the united states, and in
-the Street's
view of wall
Mid-East policy and its line in connecrion with the Ben
Gurion administration in Israel,-doei not sit wel with the st"te D.pr.t*ent,s
demagogy relative.to. persent-day
Germany. on the oth.. h"nd,-'the Aden-west
auer government, being
_a renazified one, is naiurally stafied by and permeated
with anti-Semitism; furthermore, being what it is, il nurtures as it rieeds anti-

.
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that half
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0,.,*,,,.1,1T'."':":::i::n. ,"* or these contradictory
conditions has been "free"
of
ideas and

a
press that tends to play down the realities
antiSemitism in West Germany; with this has gone an effort at reparations to the
Ben Gurion government that it is hoped may gloss over that angle and possibly
neutralize if not win over certain of the upper+lass components of AmericanJewish leadership.

in Adenauer's land is so gross and persistent, the
so keen and widespread, and portions of the fewish
po,pulations and press do stand on guardl therefore something of the mounting
pressures upon the 25,ooo to 3o,ooo fews still living in West Germany has
Yet, the anti-Semitism

memory of Hitlerism

is

reached public notice.

By June, rg47, the Bavarian Minister of Economics, Dr. Rudolt 7-orn, had
found the "courage" to remaik, in the presence of U.S. Military authorities,
that the Jews then in the displaced persons camps "can be compared to the most
vicious o{ the insects that infest the German body." Wolfgang Hedler, a deputy
in the Bonn parliament, in 1949, publicly declared "that the sending of |ews to
the gas chamber may have been the right course"; for this he was arrested and
tried, but acquitted early in r95o, earning him a telegram from the Deutsche
Recht Party: "Congratulations on your acquittal under which the Right holds
its own against the pressure of the street" (N.y. Herald Tribune, Feb. 16, r95o).
Drew Middleton reported it the Neut YorftTimes (Oct. 15, r95r):
Six years after the end of the war, most Allied observers agree that
anti-Semitism continues to exist in Germany. It often reveals itself in crude
vandalism against |ewish cemeteries or brutal attacks in speech and in

display.

A typical and very recent example is the Nieland case which broke late in
1958. This involves a lumber merchant of Hamburg, one Friedrich Nieland,
and a printer named Adolf Heimberg. These men produced and distributed
a pamphlet entitled "How Many World Wars Do Nations Have to [,ose ?" The
pamphlet holds that the murder of 6,ooo,ooo fews during Nazism was the work
of "secret representatives of international |ewry"; its main point is that Germany
was deceived and betrayed by this international fewry into losing the Second
World War. It demands a rcafrrmation, of6cially, of a policy of anti-Semitism
and specifically that fews be 'barred by law from any position of consequence in

govcrnment, political parties, banking "or elsewhere."
The author and publisher were arrested and charged with acting to the
detrimcnt of thc State and libcling a whole people. The case was dismissed
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in Nov-embu, r91g. When the public prosecutor

Iyburg
^,.-y::
nred a
request
tor a re_hearing, the Hamburg State Suprem. C^orrt, o,
;"nu"ry
6: ,g59, rejected it. This.Suplsme Court, in-rejectingit, ,rid it
aid ,o b..arrse
the.pamphler did not:"ll f".: a fighg. agairxt
*.t,-t",lr,f,..1t"iy;

i.y-s,,
-pamphret ,r,.*.a-.i.ray that tfie
the iewish,
fio.m',internr,lo.r,rt |.*ri
,people
measur€s suggested i1
""a The
"ry
$9 .gamphllt were directed against t(. t"it r.,,
pamphlet, with this official.blessing,
is now .ircrlating'in D"ii;,^d..-r,y, in
defense
against "international Jewry"
."lrdl
author had separated

of whose

"Ifr.

freedom-, free_m# everywhere

,re stfiposed to mobilize. charstoiy giving tt.i'J.t"iir *r, h."dlirr.d,
lorft-Times
"Adenauer Piqued by Anti-'semitism" (/anl ,o,-r959)!
A one-inch item in the Neu,yorftTimes.tri*-dii" (fan.
3o, 1959) told of
the arrest of twelve people.who.ha:l damaged r.ofi..,top*;;1a7n,J
[f'" 1.1,y; th.
owner was called a "Jewish qig" thag t[e Nazis ,o-.h* hJ ;iorgott.r,
to
-iri
gas." The same day's paper,
a half-inch item from Freiburg, ,"id th"t th.
,
town had
acteristically, the New

sion.of

oflered a reward of a thousand marks (about
$z3o) f# the apprehenfor the painting of red iwastik;;'";;-.^iltones in a

those. responsible

nearby fewish cemetery.

_ Th: same paper, on February z!, ry59, ga_v_e two inches to another story from
Bonn involving a woman- named ).a""-e[i."wol! who t
i.*-"" irrrrr"t. of ,
concentrarion camp, had lost two
"a

daughters there and whose husba.rd hrd b..r,
murdered- by the ciestapo,. Th9 woman has brought charges against
a tax col-

lector and another man identified simply as "a fZrmer

Wolf

said:

G1;"p:-l;er.,,

Mrs.

that the tax ofrcial had said concentralion camps were desirable and too
few fews had been killed in them. she said also that the ror-.i ss t."a.,
had publicly thr:eatened to use_a riding whip i' the same *"y-", rr. ,ria
he had done before on naked /ewish io-.r.

print by extremists.

The persistence of anti-Semitic feelings in Germany is not to be wondered
at, especially in view of its history, and the intensity with which backward ideas
tend to endure. But here the point is that the policy of renazification and antidemocracy encouraged this persistence and its display, and assumed a position
of helplessness if not quite benevolencc in the face of such persistence and such

courr.

llr,
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As

I

write, the N. Y. Times (March

6,

Germany's fewsr".that "perplerity and terrori,

,.Bias
Issue Stirs
ry59) notes that

*iiexpr.rsed

Uv

*""v;

neverthe_

patter, of rlstraint, the correspo^na."t1"ir."."i'ri .,the acts
ot antr-semrtrsm here seem no more numerous than those in other democratic
less, keeping.to the

countries"l*

on Remilitarization: The repudiation of potsdam carried with it the rearmof western Germany. The movement. towards this end h* b;.; guarded,
for the results of German militarism stretched stark and terrible i" tiorrr"od
i-ng

"

devastated cities and millions upon millions of graves. Neverthelesq the
aim has

.a,, wat German capitalists undertake once again the-',penerrrdoo,, of Africa
they adopt the
white supremcv convcntio-nal in ''ainociaiicE;;;i;.,,""Bo;.;;;--iilJirirri-iiriii,"hrlti.u lr.brq.,
on
an
oftcial visit to the union of south Africa-- ia Itraicir, -cdriir-iJ.ilJ.'iL"i'i'o",lr.ry
-t
,o
-\i^,Zi
and ursed the systm ui-aiprlia---tiloiiniii--Ai,iii3iiliifit;"'i";;;;i"i, oo

'i6i;!rd:"0*
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been pursued with great persistence and has achieved notable success: today
West Germany is a major military force.
An early irial balloon in favor of German remilitarization occurred in a
column by Hanson Baldwin, military expert for the Neut YorftTimcs (Sept. 29,
1948). Eleven years ago, Mr. Baldwin wrote: "Sooner or later we must comc to
giipj-whethei we lilie it or not-with the utilization of German manpower. for
d.f.r,r. of the West and to help to restore the balance of power in Europe." A
year later, Senator Elmer Thomas, of the Appropriations Committee, announced
himself as ready to consider the organization of "a certain number of German
divisions," and Neuswee( announced that Germany would have to be "the main
source of continental manpower."
By December, 1949, Field Marshal MontgomerY, then Chief of the British
General Stafi, said, in a speech at West Point: "If you tell me to rearm Germany,
I will do it in a way thai is safe." The way? "W.estern Germany must be re-

armed for defensive warfare under Allied command." A day later, Adenauer
said in Bonn: "If the Allies demanded that we should take part in the defense
of Western Europe, I should be in favor, not of an independent Wehrmacht, but
a German contingent in a European force." By |anuary :,.4, tgso, the N. Y. Timcs
was announcinglhe formation in West Germany of a,staff of general ofrcers

in the former Wehrmacht for the purPose of advising Adenauer; the next month
the U.S. Army announced the employment of former Nazi General Guderian as
an adviser foi itself. And General Clay, when asked by Lile (Feb. zo, r95o)t
replied: "Two
"Do you think Germany should again-have a standing
"tryYJ"
facts ieem plain enough: the West-German people are entitled to some security
against aggression. Two: the military occupation that now provides that security cannot be expocted to endure for all time."
Obr.ru. that in all this, for a full two years, there was no mention of remilitarization as being necessary in Western Germany in reply to such moves in
the Eastern zone; thii was because there were no such moves in that zone, and

the United States and Adenauer did not even try to iustify their policy of rearming
West Germany on any such specious grounds at that time.
In Augusti r95o, as *. ["r. shown above, Adenauer secretly. offered the
W'estern plo*.r, seve.al divisions of German troops. This. places-in i-ts Proper
context a'dispatch from London, dated October 2o-, 1959: in the-N. Y. Times:
"The Soviet'Government today accused the Big Three Western Powers of con'

templating the revival

'will not tolerate
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weaPons.

This policy

the rearming

of west Germanv-highlighted bv the Brussers
9f
-Pact of 1953 bringing
her into-NATO formally,'and?t,.'p.ii, t'.",y ot

ry54
granting the west German.government almosi absolute and full sovir.ig.rtla
reachod a climax in NovemGr,
ry5-8._ But_ before *" t"r" i" ,f* i95S
w€ must pause briefly to look into the London and paris agreements -# o.t"r.r,
"iirri"",
p54. . 'I hese agreements were forced b,y a furious U.S. lovernment after thi
French^Assembly, in..Augus.t, r95j,
of *"fi"g
'.the
.had voted down the-prop"."i
'Community.
West Germany a.

full p.Tbel of
European Defense
represented a method of achieving the same end through diplomacy

the

-less

reliable parliamentary met'hod.

Th.;

,riher thai

,h.:.
_

the.-sovereingty of west
.Germany was formafly recog_,_IT and itlgreements,
nrzed,
was allowed i-ts own army-to be integrated
within the wester-n
military system-to begin with of twelve fully mechaf,ized diviiion., -pl,r,
torce and a navy-a total of about 5oo,ooo men in the armed forces-. on
"othis
"i.
event, the Times correspondent, M. S. Handler wrote (October 24, 1954):

The sense of the Paris agreements was to create a sovereign west
German state based on a national army integrated with other E rrop."r,
forces at such a high level as to leave
doubi as to which
ertau-

"" most imporrant in-ilitarv
lishment would ultimately bocome the
the frestern
alliance. The basic twelve divisions,. mechaniz.d and motorized, would
have a fire power and mobility far greater than anything known in the
last war.

One last point orr thi-s 1954 agreement. In it West Germany agreed not to
arm itself with atomic, 'bacteriological or chemical weapons, but aisolutely no

system of inspection,
_no method of guaranteeing the .rrfor..rn..rt of this lommitment was undertaken. Adenauert word wai given; that is all.
Del vayo, the former Foreign Minister of the-late Spanish Republic, wrote
of his astonishment at the "optimism" displayed by the Ailied ,rr,.i*.., in their
asking for no guaranrees. And he comminied:

such measures.'"

of men, ships, and planes, of shifting their_control to West German authority,
of fully intigrating-them-as equals-within the whole military-appa.ratus of
NATO, of piacinf German o6cirs in leading positions within NATO and of
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providing for the arming of the West German forces themselves with nuclear

o[ the'regular German Army and warned that Russia

The first open and ofrcial pronouncement looking towa-rds the remilitarization of West Germany-still camouflaged in terms of subordination to an Allied
Bonn, Septemkt 24, r95r: "The Allied
Command-came in in AP release from'Western
Germ-any. to raise an army {or
High Commissioners formally invited
of
steadily increasing the number
matter
a
has
been
on
it
then
From
the"West."

TIME"
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The story of Germany's rearmament in violation of the versailles
Treaty, of the complete collapse of the Allied efiort to halt the rebirth of
German militarism, is a story not from history books, but of our own
generation. The very statesmen who today spea,k so glibly and confidently
of "guarantees" and t'controls" were only yesterday fuiminating against the
inadequacy of either. to halt the growing German military .ri"i'... It is
as if the whole period berween thJtwo w-orld wars has been expunsed from
time. There can be only one explanation for this astounding "amnesia:
the current anti-communist obsesslon, the hatred of Russia
th. f.",
"rid (The
of Communist Chinar,has proved stronger than memory or reason.
Nation, Oct. 23, 1954).
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And oow for the November, 1958 climax. On Nov. 24, lack Raymond
from Washington in the New Yorft Times, that the United States had

r.eported

rlecided to press for the elimination of the last remaining curbs on the sovereignty
of West Germany, especially so far as her right to militarize were concerned.
This dispatch went on to say that the main purpose behind the United States
decision to lift the last limitations included a desire "to reinforce West German
forces in the Baltic with anti-submarine vessels," to provide Adenauer's government with a greater role in the Atlantic Ocean, and to see that it had significant
reinforcements for its ground forces "with tanks and other weapons."
The "other weapons" involved are spelled out in this paragraph:

The United States has also scheduled for delivery to West Germany
next month several missiles that can be fitted with conventional or nuclear warheads. The West Germans will get only the conventional type
of missiles, but the United States will hold in reserve the nuclear warheads,
as in arrangements with other members of the North Atlantic alliance.
The reader is to observe that this has reference only to arms to be supplied
to West German forces; of course, U.S. forces in West Germany are supplied
with all the latest nuclear weapons and weapon launching devices. Included
in the weapons to be turned over to the West German government and army,
said the Raymond dispatch, were not only the r5-mile range artillery rocket,
but also the 6oo-mile range jet-driven winged missile, the so-called Matador.
Bonn, said this dispatch, had ondered about 3oo of these Matadors; moreover,
West German troops have been training in the servicing of missiles, here in the
United States, "foi several months" and specifically they have been training
on the use of the Matador, in West Germany "for many months."
The reader is to bear in mind that the distance from Hamburg to Prague
is about 35o miles; from Hamburg to Warsaw, Iess than 5oo miles; from Munich
to Budapest about 35o miles; to Prague about zzo miles; and to the borders of
the Soviet Union about 5oo miles.
We repeat that the point had been reached in November, 1958, where the
Neu Yorft Times was printing the fact that the West German government had
ordered about 3oo Matadors-with a range of 6oo miles-for delivery to their
own armed forces; that the delivery was being made, and that West German
troops had been training for many months on how to fire this weapon, which
may be armed'with thermo-nuclear weapons having enormous, devastating force.
And all this ensconced in a story a'bout how the United States was going to insist
on the removal of the last of the limitations on remilitarizing West Germany.
A few days after all this became a matter of public record-though surely
weeks, if not months, after these arrangements and plans must have been known
in all the capital offices of the world- the Soviet Union Presented, November

zJt t)J8t its note relative to the Berlin situation and made its proposals for
the resolution of the altogether unnatural condition existing in that city and in
the German nation. Yet repeatedly, these proposals are dealt with as though
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they were sheer bolts out_ of the blue, the result of the capricious whim of the
unaccountable Mr. Khrushchev,
Further announcements relative to the intensified drive to make of west Germany an area teeming with military potential followed, all of them clearly the

result of m_a1y we-eks o{ earlier prepaiation. on Decembe r
4, 1958, the Defense
Ministry- of the west German gbvernment announced that its Army was to be
equ.ipped at-once with three battalions (r44 launching pads) of roik tr, one of
which will have the potential of firing atomic *."io"r. these, however, remain under the control of the Supreme ftmmander o1 NATO, the U.s. General

Norstad.

In connection with the latter fact it is at least sobering to notice that paulHenri Spaak,._Secretary-General of NATO, has raised the-point that he thinks
the responsibility for the use of atomic weapons must no; be confined to the
United States. He writes:
Of- late, however, the situation has been changing as European armies,
some of them, have been receiving taitical and, m-ore recently,

or at least

strategic nuclear weapons. Continental Europe's ability to play an efiettive part in atomic retaliation is now a fact. would it not be iegitimate,
then,_ to give Europe some share of the responsibility for the coiduct of
this kind of warfarel Common sense [!] -dictates an affrrmative reply.

(Forcign Affairs, April,

1959).

At the same time, and in the same publication, Franz-Joseph Strauss, Adenauer's Minister of Defense, makes a point that, coming from-him at this time,
is rnore than sobering; it is a real came for alarm. Str"auss urges that the wesi
remember that the strategy.of deterrence requires three things: r) the necessary
weapons;.2)-the determinali-on to use them;3) a cause strong enough to justify
their use in the eyes of_world public opinion. of the three, onfu the iirird worries
the West German Defense Minister, especially since as he writes: ". . . we can
expect that the justificatioq f9r our employing thermonuclear weapons will be
made as obscure as possible by a Communisi aggressor."
IMe. feel impell"d to remind the reader that Hitler also faced this problem;
and. when, soon after his attack upon the USSR he felt it necess"ry that a
southern-front be opened up through Flungary, he arranged, with Horthy, as thc
latter tells in his Memoirs, for the Luftwafie to bomb some Hungarian villages,
and _to have the Flungarian government announce proof of a Red Air Fo]rce
attack, and then to declare war.
Two "little" items tucked away in recent dispatches add some color to the
story of remilitarizatiort. An AP dispatch from Bonn, January 28, 1959, announced that the west German government has indicted Pasior tvtarlin Niemoeller-the renowned anti,Nazi-on a charge of "criminally slandering its
army." conviction could mean a two-year prisin sentence for the minister who
had dared to suggest that the purposes of remilitarizarion of West Germany
were not necessarily o{ the purest or calculated to promote the welfare of mankind.
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The.other item_was reported by waverly Root in a story on SHAPE, the military
headquarters of NATb; it seims that tnly recently Glrman offi..r, attached to
this headquarters have taken to wearing ih.ir b"til. ribbons, but out of deference for their Allies, they wear only "those won on the Eastern front" (Thc RePorter, March rg 1959). The armies they led, however, did march Wert, t*;
in .fact, they
-did somewhat better in the West than they did in the East, and
it is not likely-that
the present-day wearers of highlyxelective decorations have
torgotten that fact.
Defense Minister Strauss continues busy-at least as busy as he was when
a political education officer in Hitler's Wehrmicht-for his office
announced from Bonn on March r8 the signing of a contraa with the Iockheed
Aircra-ft, Corporation and the General ElectriC Cornpany for the purchase, at a
cost of.$35-7 millions, of 3oo F-ro4 jet fighters, capable oi supersonic speeds, vcry
fast takeofis, and use in all weather.

serving as

All this preparation is, of course, quite apart from what the American, British

and French forces situated in West Germany are doing, and the Americans
adding rocket launchers and missiles like mad, are restrained by no one and
nothing from arming them right now with nuclear weapons.
Hans Speier, founder of the social science division of RAND, and a consultant for the State Department and the U.S. Chiefs of Staff, in a recent srudy
of Gertnan Rearmament and Atomic War (Row, Peterson, White Plains, N. Y.,
$5), accepts as an established fact the complete remilitarization of West Germany.
He notes that most of the Army and Navy off,cers there are strongly anti-democratic, and are convinced that it was Hitler's amateurishness that lost Germany
the last war. He adds that many German off,cers now are serving in the Bundistag, and that a great many of the former officers in Hitler's Army today hold
leading positions in West German industry. He also observes a bitter resentment against U.S. domination, and particularly U.S. control over atomic weapons;
most of the officers, also, feel that such weapons have not replaced the need for
conventional arms and so propagandize actively for larger and larger ground
forces.

Finally, all the newly-constituted West German divisions are commanded
by officers who held analogous positions under Hitler and who fought on the
Eastern front. The General Stafi is reconstituted and is actively participating
in the plans of the Adenauer government and of NATO.
On decartelization: While Potsdam called for the breaking up of the intense
monopolistic structure of the German economy and the limitation of its industrial capacity so that it could niver again support a major aggressive undertaking,
developments in West Germany under AIIied and especially U.S. control have
gone in exactly the opposite direction. Ins ead of decartelization, there has been
recartelization until today West German industry is more highly monopolistic
than it was under Hitler; instead of a reduction in the capacity of German
industry to wage war, that capacity, particularly in the Ruhr, has been enhanced.
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Assistant Attorney General Thurman Arnold warned:

The secret influence of the international cartel is going to be thrown
in favor of peace without victory when the first opportunity arises-just as
it was thrown in that direction at Munich. . . . The small group of American businessmen who are parties to these international iingJ still think
of the war as a temporary recess from business-as-usual with a strong
Germany. They expect to begin the game all over again after the war.
As the- fighting approached an end, the Department of State, in April, 1945,
announced that: "Nazi Party.members, German industrialists, realizing that victory can no longer be attained, are now developing postwar commercial projects,
are endeavoring to renew and cement friendships- in foreign commercial circles
and are planning for renewals of pre-war cartel igreements."
soon. The U.S.
- tlo* potent these "friendships" were became apparenr very-General

chief counsel for the prosecution at the Nurem6erg trials,
Telford
Taylor, was told as early as ]uly, ry46 by Secretary-of State Byrncs, that the
U.S. did not favor the trial of leading Nazi businessmen. Yet the distinguished
freedom-fighter from South Carolina remarked that, "The United States cannot
afford to appear to be in the position of obstructing another trial." Still, he
added-to the prosecutor!-that should "the plans fori second trial break down"

that would be "well and good." At the same time, Supreme Courr |ustice Robert
|ackson, chief U.S. prosecutor at the first Nuremberg tiial, favored President Truman_with this private memo: "I have also some misgivings as to whether a long
public attack concentrated on private industry would noi tend to discourage inl
dustrial cooperation with our government in'maintaining its defenses in the future while not at all weakening the Soviet position, since they do not rely upon
private enterprise."
Dr. Schacht, Hitler's chief financial adviser, knew of what he was speaking
whel h9 gloatingly declared, in Octoher, 1946, upon his release by the Interna-tional Military Tribunal, over Soviet protests: "If you want to indici industrialists
who helped Germany rearm, you will have to indict your own, too."
From the beginning the decartelization program was doomed by the very
personnel placed in charge of economic affairs in the American Zone.- The firsl
High- Commissioner,_John f. McCloy, was a member of two leading Wall Street
law firms--Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft, and Cravath, de Gersdorff, Swaine
s. Wood-the latter having representod I. G. Farben and its afrliates in the U.S.
McCloy's Chief Counsel as High Commissioner was Chester McClain, a fellow
partner in the Cravath law firm, and formerly Chief Counsel for Bethlehem
Steel. The Marshall Plan representarive for West Germany was Normal Collison, an attorney for United States Steel.
From 1945-46 there were five American members of the Economics Directorate of the Allied Control Council. They were: William F. Draper of Dillon,
Rpld; R. |. Wysor, formerly president of Republic Steel; E. S. Zdunek, in charge
of the Antwerp division of General Motors; Philip Gaethke, prewar manager f6r
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Anaconda of its copper interests in Upper Silesia; and P. P. Clover, an executive
of the Socony-Vacuum Oil Corporation. The five U.S. members of the Steel
Commission, handling, with Great Britain, the Ruhr complex, consisted of four
executives from U.S. Steel and one from Inland Steel.
The German administrators and offrcials serving with these American millionaires were fitting companions. Thus, associated with the last-named steel
tycoons in running the great Ruhr concentration were twelve Germans, typical
of whom were: Herman |. Abs, director under Hitler of the Deutsche Bank;
Guenther Sohl, director under Hitler of Krupp and Vereinigte Stahlwerke (United
Steel Works); and Heinrich Linkelbach, anothei director of the United Steel
Works, described by the Neu YorftTimes (Feb. 26, 1949) as "sponsor and financial contributor to the Nazi S.S."
The interlocking of personnel refected the interlocking of business and financial interests; such interlocking with German finance and industry was especially
marked for Du Pont, Standard Oil, General El€ctric, International Harvester,
Gencral Motors, Fond, International Telephone and Telegraph, Anaconda Cbp
per. Important financiers for United Steel Works, Siemens Electrical Works and
the Dresdner Bank were Dillon, Read, and Brown Brothers & Flarriman---of
the latter firm, Harriman, Draper, Forrestal, Lovett were all in Truman's Cabiner!

By ,947, ]ames S. Martin, already noted as originally the Chief
carteiization Branch of Military Government, was writing:

of the

De-

What has happened is that within a period of two years U.S. policies
for the treatment of Germany have changed their course by r8o degrees.
Now in all important resp€cts they coincide with what the German financiers, industrialists and politico-militarists have wanted us to do ever since
they surrendered (New Republic, Oct. 6, ry47).

Naturally, today, as even the N. Y. Titnes (lan. J, 1959) admits, "The tendency throughout West German industry is toward reconcentration rather than

deconcentration." In steel, coal and auto, an interconnected Big Eight dominate
production-and these include all the old Kaiser and Hitler names-Krupp,
Thyssen, Mannesmann, Flick, in all cases with significant U.S. interpenetrationl
Maiquis Childs recently noted (N. Y. Post, Feb. 5, rg59) that just from r94{
to rglr four billion American dollars were invested in West Germany.* And
once again German finance is controlled, as during Hitler, by three great banking concentrations-the same three: Commerzbank, Deutsche Bank and the
merger

OUR
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Bank. The point has been reached where Chancellor Adenauer himself-between World Wars, a director of the Deutsche Bank-and sounding for
all the world like Theodore Roosevek, permitted himself ro say:
Dresdner

There is great future danger that a handful of economic structures will
control the German economy to such a degree that government will be
forced to take drastic steps against them (Timc Magaziie, March 5, 1959).

i

I

For present purposes these data will

,be considered sufficient

to establish

the

main point: while Potsdam required the breaking up of the monopolistic structure of the German economy-which had been of basic consequenci in the creation and the sustaining of Nazism-the policy of the United Stares government
from the very beginning, and with increased boldness as the years passed, was
to undermine such a program and, on the contrary, to assure ihe recartelization
of the economy of West Germany. That economy today is more concentrated
than

it

was when Hitler lived.

There is one additional piece of history, in connection with this movement
that is not nearly as well known as it should be. It is told by Kenneth Ingram
in his History ol thc Cold War.
A I abor government ruled England right after the war. That government
ofrcially announced, late in 1945, that the coal mines, chemical and engineering
industries in the British Zone would be socialized. For a year, however, nothin[

done. At the Cologne Convenrion of the German Social Democrats of thi
in 1946, it was unanimously voted that the British
be urged to fulfill their promise of socialization. And later the Ruhr German
was

three W'estern Zones, held

government passed a Resolution towards the same end, but Great Britain reiected
both demands. The final crusher on the Labor Government's promises-came
w_he1 in December, 1946, Great Britain agreod to U.S. proposals fon the mergrng

of their two zones-the

beginning

of the U.S.-dominated drive towards thi

creation of the German Federal Republic.
This may be chalked up as another service by the leadership
Social-Democracy on behalf of monopoly capitalism.

of international

Such is the record of p..forlr"rr.. bly ,h. &u.rrr-.rrt of the United States
implementing the obligations undertaken with the signing of the Potsdam
Treaty. That Treaty crystallized the purpo,ses for which-in terms of public
affirmation by all the Allies-World War II had been fought in Europe;-these
purposes and the sacrifices that went into their execution have been repudiated
by the actions of the Truman and Eisenhower Administrations.

in

r"

of U.S. and Gernan corporations has beepn. The-Ar4-co Stqe! Corporation
formed a p-artnership with Thyssen-Huene in 1955, and a new plant in Digqlaken. ltrf-est Germoy,
in November, f958 (N. Y. Timet, Dec. r, 1958). In Novembs m
was 6pened
ioiqtlv-ownid.-finance
-corpomtion,
called Intercontinental, was formed; ia it ate Krupp and Simens,
international
Charles Allm, chaiman- of Colorado Fuel & Ircn, and Bruno Pa9lid, a Merican rnillionaire, The
headquarters 6f this firm are in Mexico City and the intentioo is to coocmttate on Latin-America.
Y, Tinet, Nov, 29, L958,
-N.

--i6.,rigt,

IN

In our next issue rnotl corr;d!, the rf,aron, lor tl.S. repudiation of
Potsdam; the history and, cltronology marking the diaision of Germany into two
states; thc status of Berlin; the appearance of opposition in West Germany and
the United States to the Dulles-Ad,enauer line on Gerrnany; difierences among
thc Westcrn Allies on this question; and various ptoposals for the resotution il
this extremely dangerous mattcr.

CHINA OVERTAKES TIME
(that she never quite removes), was
of a team of livestock raisers.
She was in charge of 4,ooo catde,
sheep, horses, pigs and chickens.
Formerly they had been nomadic,
moving with their focks to new pastures; had lived in felt tents and slept
on the floor and eaten irregularly
and badly. Now they had warm
kangs and proper food-too much for
me and for me much too richcheese and butter and buttermilk and
cream and flour-biscuits of several
sorts, eggs and fruit and glutinous
millet and a rich milk powder and
salted mutton and pork.
Her
children were in school, the clinic
leader

China 0uertakes Time
By Ella Winter
From Pefting, Ella Winter atrites of the historic and breathtafting changes tafting place in the Chinese Pcoplls Republic. Miss Winter, a leading Amuican
aathor, was lorccd into erilc in England somc years og, 4 rcrction; shc is the
atidow ol Lincoln Steffens. We are certain that our readers will be intcrested. in
her first-hand imptessions.-The Mitor.

Yrs, rHrv enr doing a

thousand

things at once-learning and teaching, freeing p€asants and women, in'
creasing yields and output, controlling flood and famine, making precision instruments and blast furnaces
and dams and new designs for cottons and silks. . . . And all with a
proud sense of freedom, a knowledge
that "now we can do it."
Freed at last from bound feet and
ideas, forced marriages and infant betrothals, from the drudgery of home

ince. "I thought I might b,ecome
ile, others told me it would

ster-

take

twelve months to make a baby. Bemy husband was angry at the
idea. But then the women here-"
and she gestured with a warm smile
to my companions from the Women's Federation of Kunming, "they
explained to me that was nonsense,
sides,

that it had come because men wanted

to be superior to us. So I learned
ploughing-and reading. I've been

helping plant new trees, and digging
wells, and I've had three new babies
born in nine months eachl"

and too large families and no doctors

and unhygienic surroundings, the -all
In Peking I talked with the New
women of China have set to with
an energy and will that staggers every Chinese Woman, and in Chungking
observer.

I

and Shanghai and Wuhan, the Triple
City, and even in Huhehot, the thriving capital of Inner Mongolia; and
five days' mule ride out in the country, in a Mongolian herdsman's
compound in a village of baked mud

see them tending baby,

then dashing down the road to stoke

the baby blast furnace, nursing

a

breast-fed infant, then a new shoot of

rice on the experimental field that
will yield twenty or thirty or fifty
times as much as the ordinary field.
And both children and rice harvests

walls. Everywhere
story.

it

was the

same

In Mongolia a woman of fortyin the fields, at two, in long bright blue silk robe
first," an older woman of the Tai and shining green sash and a headnationality told me in Yunnan Prov- dress of silver, coral and turquoise

thrive.

"I

,wouldn't work

3o

3r

bling, going out all the time and

neglecting her household. Now she

wai a citywide Model Worker,

a

Model Housewife and a Street Gov'

people checked on everybody's health,
movies and dramatic troupes came

ernment leader. She has alreadY
helped set up thirteen workshops for
her co-housewives. She told the story
of her bad ways and her regeneration
earnestly and with utter conviction.
And now the newest innovation:
one which started only a short time
ago in the lanes of Peking, at the
initiative of three housewives. Every
housewife has always a long list of
innumerable "chores" that have to
be done-repairs, renovations, a new
teapot lid to replace that broken one,
library books to exchange, new
fountain pen nib to replace the brok-

(that seemed to me beyond nowhere)
to entertain the scattered population.
There were housewivei in every
city whq forming themselves into
Neighborhood Committees and coop

en one, Johnny's shoes to be repaired,
husband's broken pipe stem, theatre
or opera tickets to get, we're out of
vinegar-spaghetti-bird seed, I must
send Auntie Valya that new cold
cure she asked for, ad. inf. Aggra-

to this distant village cooperative

eratives, repair tools, carpenter, tailor,

teach their illiterate neighbors, look

after the small children, make a
water pump, lay bricks for the new
school in the lane. In every Peking "Red Compound" the inhabitants

round the courtyard with flaming
canna lilies and zinnias and are pull-

ing together to help one another in
every kind of work or household task.

The newest social institution is this
t'city commune."
One housewife who had helped
achieve all this in Wuhan had been,
a few years ago, just a trivial-minded
spendthrift, playing mahjong, gam-

vating, irritating, endless small jobs
that take time and energy and break
up the day and prevent one getting
down to any real dayJong fob.

Now the

housewives

of

Peking

have set up service houses where five

women sit all day, every day a different five women, and take the orders for such chores or jobs. The five
spend the day doing them for every-

one else. At night a marr sleeps in
the house both to guard the stufi and
to take in extra orders that may come
Iate or early. All the women in the
lane take turns. . . . And for twenty
years I have been suggesting this
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from New York and California to wretchedness that centuries of hisLondon-in vain!
tory inflicted on them-and triumph
Who are the outstanding women now that they are at last "standing
in my mind as I think 6ack over up.tt
my incredibly rich two months in
"We were nothing," a poor woman
this varied, unprecedented land in Shanghai said. "No one had heard
where progress advances faster than of us. Now ." and words failed
time ? There was the leader of a rice her. (They fail the most hardened
commune, a little ex-concubine, who reporter, and the most objective.)
had produced a bumper crop of 3o,- The hovel roof may still sag, covered
ooo_ kilos per mou where the-averige
with old yellowing newspaper, the
yield was r,.35o. (If you don't believe rain may drip through and windows
it, I didn't eirher, but I saw it.) She may be plugged with paper, clothes
had been sent as a servant at the age

of twelve to work for the landlord;

he ill-treated and starved her so she
had run away. And when they threw
her peasant father in jail as a reprisal,
and the family of seven starved, her
mother sold her to a rich peasantfor a sack of rice to free the father.
She lived a wretched existence, beaten, hungry, loveless and tried to kill
herself "twelve times" she told me-

but the neighbors saved her. Now

she is vice-chairman of this commune
five hours out of Kunming in Yunnan Province. She told her story
with that mixture of indignation
and sorrow that one meets all over

China-sorrow and indignation at
the terrible life, hardships and

may still not be Bond Street or Fifth
Avenue (they aren't exactly); but
the spirit of man has been freed.
There is dignity and self-assurance
and selfrespect, and a creativity and
flowering that you could not picture
in any wildest dream. Progress is
taking place faster than time.
As I recall things I saw in China,
I cannot help remembering foseph
Alsop's idiotically untrue column in
the Herald Tribune some months
ago. Why doesn't he stand up on his
own two feet and demand that as a
reporter he be allowed to go to China
and see for himselfl That used to
be the reporters' tradition. Or is he

afraid of something?

"What is happening in China is the most important agricultural
vance

in world history."

1958.

(A Discussion Article)
By William Z. Foster and Beniamin J. Davis

Tnr

Nncno euEsrroN is a highly
complex one, and over the yearJ thl
Party, despite many outstanding successes, has made a number of mistakes in working it out in practice
and theory. These errors have been
greatly worsened by the .plague of
revisionism that has affiicted the Party so severely in the recent past. The
ultra-Leftists added their share to the
confusion.

It is only now that the

Party is getring its feer on the ground
again in this most vital matter. This
is manifested by the current Draft
Resolution on the theoretical aspects

the Negro question, and have the
most direct and immediate bearing
upon the theory and practice of our
Negro work. Properly integrated
into our resolution, they can do
much to strengthen the struggle of
the Negro people, and to improve the

vanguard role

of the

Communist

Party in that struggle.

INTERNATIONAL DEMO.

question by the-National Committee, the discussion led
by comrades Jackson, Allen, ,and
others. It is of the utmost importance that this Resolution be per-

The international phase of the Ne-

gro question is extremely important.
One of the most dynamic features
of the struggle of the Negro people
in recent years has been the pressurc
on their side of the democratic forces
on a world basis. A most striking
effect of this has been, in consequence, a dramatic change in the tactics of American imperialism on this
burning question. Traditionally, dating back to the mid-r87o's or so,
monopoly capitalism, or such big
capitalist organizations as then existed, have in no sense sought to
soften the Jim-Crow oppression of
the Negro people. On the contrary,
they have tended to exploit and

fected as quickly as possible and-become the working basis of the Party
question.

The following three general notes
are offered to this end. They are
in no sense presented as a substitution for the Draft Resolution, nor

cific amendments. Rather they

notes

CRATIC PRESSURES

of the Negro

in this key political

in are new. The three general

deal especially with the dialectics of

INFLUENCE OF

are they proposed to be added as spead-

Rene Dupo.nt, French National Institute of Agronomy,

-Professor
quoted in Le Mond'c (Paris), Oct. rz,

I'lotes 0n The l,legro 0uestion

are

suggested to be woven substantiallv
into the text of the Resolutior, ,r prri
of the basic line of the work of-the

Party, and to strengthen it. We believe some of the points made here-
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wors€n this persecution. But recently

there has bein a marked c"hange ii
the tactics of American imperiilism
in_ handling this thorny question.
This originated in the facr that, par-

ticularly since the end of World War

II,

United States big business has
followed a policy of iorld conquesr,
involving war. In attempting to
carry this out, it found the Jim-Crow
system to be a big handicap in the
many countries where it undertook to
operate. The strong Communist
movements and the alert democratic
in the Socialist countries and in those countries where the darker peoples are
fighting against imperialism, look
with sharp hostility upon every mani-

forces generally, especially

festation of Jim-Crowism in the
United States. They see in this a
drarnatic repudiation of the democratic pretenses which the United
States seeks to establistr, and they
make no bones about showing efiective opposition.
Hence, the would-be world conquerors of Wall Street have had to
make modifications in certain features of Jim-Crowism. They decided
to tone down some of the more spectacular forms of oppression. Especially, they put the soft pedal on the
horror of lynching, which had been
almost a daily occurrence in the
Southern United States, although
they continue violence in many ways
against the Negro people. Obviously,
the democratic world would not tolerate the outrageous shootings, hangburnings, aqd dragging to

irgr,
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death of Negroes that was such a well
established part of Southern Ameri-

life. Hence, lynching had to
be glossed over, and every potential
lynch mob understood the foreign
can

policy reasons why this was being
done. On the same "principle," ]imCrowism in the armed forces, in the
schools, in the hotels, on trains, on
buses, etc., had to be softened up, at
least on the surface, so it would not
be so ofiensive to foreign democratic
eyes. If it had maintained in all its
savagery the ultra-brutal fim-Crow
system of earlier days, the United
States could not possibly make even
thinly plausible its pretenses at leading world democracy. American imperialism did not want to abolish
the highly profitable Jim-Crow system in the South, but only by
smoothing some of its sharpest edges,
to make it less apparent and less ob.
iectionable to the democratic masses

in

other countries. Naturally, the

same principle applies also

to

the

American masses; they too were
deeply ofiended by Jim-Crow.
One of the most spectacular features of the changed tactics of Ameri-

can imperialism towards |im-Crowism, are the unanimozs votes of the
Supreme Court to illegalize segregation in the schools. Thus the court
abolished its long established grossly
unjust policy of "separate but equal"
schools for Negroes. Undoubtedly,
an important factor in bringing about
this change, was the greatly increased
strength of the Negro people over the
past several years, including their

intensified alliances with friendly
white workers. But even this added
strength could not account for such
a remarkable shift in policy as rhat
evidenced by the Supreme Court in
the school (and other) decisions.
Neither did the trade-union movement speak out strongly and sharply
enough to bring about such an important change of policy. The factor
of socialist and democratic foreign
pressure against the Jim-Crow sys!
tem became an unmistakeable force
of major importance. Even Eisenhower, in his recent State of the
Union Message, spoke freely of this
general matter, stating tlat no country in the world is under such strong
pressure from abroad and under such
powerful democratic strutiny, as is
the governryrent of the United States.
The fact that the Dixiecrats are not
going along in this respect with the
foreign policy of American imperialism, by no means invalidates its ap
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American reactionaries very much on

the defensive. The American Negro
people are quick to take advantage
of the more favorable international
situation thus presented for the prose-

cution of their struggles. In general, foreign democratic pressure
against the reactionary doings of

American capitalism in the United
States, is becoming of great importance in other fields, as well as that
of Jim-Crow. It is one of the more
powerful signs of socialist moral encirclement of militant imperialism.
Undoubtedly, one of the principal
reasons why McCarthyism was recently so sharply defeated in the

United States, was because of the
widespread protest of indignation

that it

caused in the awakening
democratic countries of the world
countries in which American impe-

rialism hoped to build its infuence.
They correctly felt that the United
States was in sharp danger of fascism,
plication and effectiveness.
which was a menace to themselves
The Negro people are very keen as well, and they didn't hesitate to
to take advantage of the embarrass- speak out quic.kly, clearly, and enerment which Jim-Crow makes for getically on the matter. In working
American imperialism, and they con- out our Party's Negro program,
duct their struggle accordingly. The therefore, we must be careful to bear
socialist and anti-imperialist peoples in mind this very important factor
of the USSR, China, India, Indo- of foreign socialist and democratic
nesia, Africa, Latin America, and mass pressure against |im-Crowism
other countries, are repelled by the in this country. We must develop
fact that Negroes are denied the right to the full the international aspects
to vote in the American South, or of the Negro question.
are lynched or otherwise outrageousTHE HIGH MILITANCY OF
ly ]im-Crowed, and they don't hesiTHE NEGRO PEOPLE
tate to speak out quickly and vigorously on the matter. Thus they put
A keen fighting spirit is one of the
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most marked features of the Negro
people's struggle everywhere. E*-

of this are to-be found on
all sides. The Montgomery Bus
amples

Bgy.:g,,, for example,

wis a splendid
exhibition of Negro solidarity and
militant acrion in the face of ie.roristic {orces that only waited the signal for exreme violence. Also, th"e
attitude of the Negro children, braving the school picket lines at Little

Rock and other Southern cities, was
an exampJe of courage that inspired
the world. In many cities, too, especially in the North, Negro families have valiantly defended their
homes, arms in hand, against mobs of
white hoodlums who tried to oust
them violently from restricted neigh-

borhoods. Then there is the 6ld
stand of countless Negroes in the
South in exercising their right to vote
in the face of hostile mobs seeking
to deprive them of that right. Th;
heavy defeat administered-to Tammany in Harlem, where Tammany
---one of the few times in its many
decades of noisesome history that i1
did such a thing-was forced to come
out openly and admit that it made a
mistake and was defeated by the NeBesides, all over the
South, Negro leaders have had to
face up to bombings, shootings, and

gro voters.

Ku Klux Klan

threats, as well as
the arrogant pressure of the White
Citizens Councils, aided by the local
Dixiecrat governments.
These militant actions by the Negro people have become so usual, that

they are almost taken for granted.
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They are unequaled by any section
of the mass resistance forces in
America to monopoly capital. In fact,
they run far back in Negro history,
where countless Negro heroes have
Ied many desperate and inspiring
slave revolts that were bloodily repressed. The cause of Negro militancy is to be found first of all in the
extreme brutality and injustice of
the treatment which is meted out to
Negroes in every sphere in the United
States. In latter years, its increase
is due, among other reasons, to the
greater proletarianization and urbani-

zation

of the Negro people; ro

rhe

trade-unionization of about z rnillion
Negro workersl to the development

of a huge body of friendly white
supporters, particularly in the trade
unionsl to the powerful influence
among American Negroes of the development of many new anti-colonial
governments, particularly in Africa

and among other darker

peoples;

and last but not least, the sharp infuence of the socialist and dimocratic forces of the world in their

opposition to ]im-Crow outrages
in America. The Communist Party, for many years, has been
tireless in its cultivation of this noted
militancy and solidarity of the Negro
people, among themselves and with
white workers and other friends. It
is indispensable for the success of
the Party's work, that it take full
account of this quality of Negro
militancy that is so characteristic.
It is also very important in develop
ing the fighting policies of the workpracticed

ing

class

the

full the special militancy of

in general, to champion

to
the

Negro people. The leader oi the basic struggle against American monopoly capital is the broad proletariat,
made up of the workers from all national groups and origins, including
the Negro. This is the force which

must lead the masses of the people
to eventual freedorn. It has been one
of the historic evils of the Rightyng reformists, who have long
dominated the trade unions, whicfi
for decades have been the actual
leading organizations of our working class, that they have sought ceaselessly to suppress the militancy, and
to weaken the fighting program, of
the whole proletariat, and especially
the Negro masses. They work witir
the help of the employers. The most
dramatic aspect of this is their long
and tireless fight against the building of a mass labor party.
The Communist Party, which is
the vanguard of the labor movement,
as its central task seeks to cultivate
the militant leadership of the proletariat. (contrary to the reformists)
in all mass struggles against big
capital. In this respect the Negro
masses are a great force. The Negro people are at once the most
working-class, impoverished, and
militant element in the ranks of the
opponents of big capital. The broad
proletariat, as the basic leader of the
general struggle against capitalist
oppression, should and must make
itself the champion of all the demands, both class and national, of the
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Negro people. The same principle
holds true regarding the demands
of the poor farmers and other anti-

it must
be borne in mind that the Negro
question is the most outstanding in
importance. This all-inclusive charmonopoly elements, although

acter the broad proletariat must display if it is eventually to lay the basis

of a powerful

anti-monopoly labor
party,'of which it is the leader. How-

it is far from doing so at the
present time, to its own loss as well
as that of the Negro people and other

ever,

oppressed masses.

THE VARYING ROI-ES OF
RACE, NATION AND CLASS
These several elements comprise
a third general proposition which it
is imperative for the Communist
Party to pay special attention to in
its Negro program. Especially must
this be so in the sense of the constantly changing role played by these
respective elements in the fight of the
Negro people. We must be constantly aware that the struggle of
the Negro people, and their status
generally, is not a static one, but is
constantly changing its character in
response to the rapid and radical alterations of the environment in which
the Negro masses live.
Race: this is elemental. From the
outset, centuries ago, the unscrupulous enslavers of the Negro people
sought to justify their barbarous
treatment of these abused masses on
the white chauvinist grounds that
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they constituted biologically an in- slavery, the Civil War dealt a hard
ferior race, created by the good Lord blow io the white chauvinists, who
to serve the white man as slaves. All were especially eager to use their
through the more than j5o years that malevolent doctrinJs to prevent the
slavery- lasted in North]-South, and newly freed Negroes froln securing
Central America, this white chauvin. the vote. Thusf this great war was
ist idea was relentlessly cultivated an important phase in orre of the
by the slave owners generally. It greatesi ideological struggles in the
lent great depth and bitlerness to the hirto.y of the United Stiies.
'much
whole slavery controversy. The slave- So
has the fight against
owners made it a cenrral point in white chauvinism advanCed, thit tothe ideology of the slave system, and day there are few, even among the
th-eir leading,intellectuals put in much mosr ignoranr and violently -antiof their efforts defending it. So Negro elements, who would dare to
widespread was this false conception use openly the white chauvinists' arthat even many otherwise friendly to guments that were freely used at the
the Negro people fell victim to it. time of the Civil War, and long afterIt was a common occurrence for per- ward. During the ensuing yeirs, the
sons who fought hard to free the Ne- Negro people have clearly demongroes from chattel slavery, ar the strated the high quality of their mensame time to take the position that tal and physical abilities in the realms
the. Negroes were an inferior race, of scienie,.in industry, in art, in muand not entitled to equal rights with sic, in athletics, on the field of battle,
the whites. Even many of the mem- and in every other field of cultural
bers of Garrison's famous organiza- and constructive endeavor. Negroes
tion, the American Anti-Slavery So- now srand in the front lines of ivery
ciety (founded in 1833), were whire calling, notwithstanding the extreme
chauvinists, who considered the Ne- handiiaps that they s1ill sufier in
groes as fundamentally a lower race. bringing their full powers to bear
The- fighters_ for real Negro free- on fieir given work-. Today there
dom had to devote much of their exists a very large body of genuine
time and effort to defending the truth white friends and supporters- of the
that, the Negro was a man, and as Negro people, in eveiy sense of the
glod a one as the white man. One word, especially among the workof Frederick Douglass' most famous ers.
w^ritings was- his _speech of July n,
White chauvinism, or racist prejul!54, eatitle4, 'iTf,r_. Claims of the dice, although forced considerably
N..glo Ethnologically Considered," in to the background, still exists strongly
which he- developed a scientific argu- and is a vital factor in every phase
ment in favor of the biological equal- of the life of the Negro peopie.-This
ity of the Negro race. By abolishing is most dramatic in ihe Souih, but it
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is also in evidence in the North, as
For many decades, the great body
the Southern Dixiecrats, when at- of slaves in the Americas did not adtacked, are quick to point out. In vance beyond concepts of race. Big
our Negro program and work, there- factors in holding back their ideofore, the Communist Party must logical national development, were
make this question dear, and must the extreme oppression under which
also make ir a special order of busi- they lived, and also that they originess to fight against every form of nally came from many diflerent
white chauvinism, no matter how tribes and localities, with widely
subtle or disguised. Winning rhe varying languages and general backsupport of the Negro people will de- grounds. The United States Revolupend very largely upon the consci- tion of q76 awakened in them moventiousness and determination with ing desires of winning their freedom,
which the Party fights against white which they undoubtedly connected
chauvinism.
up with the general idea of being
Nation: this is a vital question. more or less integrated as citizens of
The Negro people, particularly in the the new republic. But the Revolution
South, possess a number of qualities also blasted all these cherished hopes.
(often listed) of nationhood. These, Instead of setting them free, in the
however, are not sufficient, under the South, it fastened even more firmly
given circumstances, for ttrem to de- upon them the shackles of slavery.
velop fully into an independent na- Then, as a consequence, there took
tion. The severest handicap in this place one of the "oscillations" that
respect, is that the Negro people are have been characteristic of American
situated geographically in the very Negro national development. That
midst of the greatest of all imperial- is, during the first generation or so
ist powers, and scatteringly at that after the Revolution, the Negro peo
Consequently, they cannot exercise ple went into various strong nationthe right of self-determination, cer. alist (separatist) tendencies. The mitainly not in its full sense of the nority of freedmen built many Negro
status of an independent state. As a institutions that had distinct nationresult, throughout their historical alistic characteristics. Among these
life, the Negro people have "oscil- may be mentioned: the beginnings
lated" between the tendencies to- of the Negro church (1785); the
wards the status of separate nation- first Negro schools (shortly after the
hood, and of integration into the in- Revolution); the Negro Convention
stitutions of the United States. They (political) movement (r8r7); the Nehave been particularly influenced in gro press; the Negro fraternal and
this respect by the rise and fall of insurance movements; etc. These indemocratic waves of development in stitutions were generally composed
the United States and the world.
solely of Negroes and did not haye
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people were subjected to the most
The great pre-Civil War struggle barbarous Jim-Crow oppression in
over slavery took on sharp intensity every form. It was, above all, the
from about r83o on. The Negro peo- period of widespread brutal lynchple played a key and heroic part in ing, and of all the most terrible feathe whole momentous struggle. The tures of the )im-Crow system. Unapproaching war generated afresh in counted thousands of Negroes were
their ranks concepts of integration. slaughtered by every savage means.
M*y, but not all, white abolitionists With few exceptions, notably during
shared in these general ideas of the the Populist Party period at the close
Negro people being integrated, on of the nineteenth century, the Nethe basis of equality, into the general groes had to 6ght practically alone.
body of American citizenry. These Hundreds of thousands of them fled
integrationist tendencies came to a the South to the North, where, with
head not only in the several constitu- terrible race riots and the widespread
tional amendments of the post-war Jim-Crow system, matters were not
time, especially granting to ihe Ne- decisively better for the Negroes.
During this half century, the Negroes the right to vote, but particularly in the reconstruction govern- gro people, deeply persecuted, develments that were organized in the opecl their sharpest tendency of indeSouth right after the war. These his- pendent Negro nationalism. This was
toric governments, especially so far to be found in many directions, almarked integrationist tendencies.

as the Negroes were concerned, were
organized on the basis of the integra-

tion of the Negro people with Americans generally, on the principle of
political equality. The concept of
social equality was as yet, however,

but poorly developed.
This profound experience with integration came, however, to a sudden

end in the Hayes-Tilden campaign
of fi76, when the forces of monopoly capital, convinced that they had secured a workable control over the
plantation owners, cold-bloodedly
sold out the Negro people, who had
played such a vital part in winning
the Civil War and in breaking the
power of the planters. After this, for
the next half century, the Negro

though many Negro leaders also continued essentially integrationists. The
most definite national expression was
the movement led by the West Indian, Marcus M. Garvey, during the
several years following r9r6. The
Uinversal Negro Improvement Asso-

ciation, Garvey's organization, had
a profound grip on the Negro masses

in the United States. Its plan for
the Negro people was to migrate
"Back to Africa." Garvey claimed

two million members. The movement
was saturated with a spirit of Negro nationalism. Many other Negro leaders, during this long period
of bitter oppression were nationalists

to

some degree or other. Even
Booker T. Washington, who has been
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deeply criticized for his toadying attitude towards the white rulers, had

much nationalism in his ideological
makeup. For, after all, he wai the
founder of the National Negro Business League, with its program of
building the Negro bourgeoisie and
Negro industry. It was during this
general period, in the late rgzo's, that
the Communist Party adopted the
theory that the Negro people in the
South were a nation, and when it
seriously over-stressed the theory of
self-determination.

At the present time, however, the
Negro people are developing a strong

4r

mean, however, that they are finished
with nationalism altogether, and that
hereafter the only tendency they will

have will be towards integration. Integration, of course, is the dominant
trend; but the basic tendency of nationalism will also remain in evidence
and may even last deep into social-

ism. These national tendencies may
express themselves in the continued
maintenance of many purely Negro
organizations, the strong affinity of
the Negro people for the erst-while
colonial peoples of the world, the
continuing necessity to put special
stress upon the Negro question in
every field, including trade-union
Ieadership, the need to make an especially vigorous defense of the Ne-

trend towards integration with the
dominant institutions of the United
States. This tendency has a direct
connection with the powerful demo- gro people's right to decent housing,
cratic movements which have taken the war against their being discrimiplace within the past generarion here nated against in employment, etc.
and abroad. They included the New One of the worst errors that the
Deal of the r93o's, the trade unioni- Party could now make, would be
zatio of some two million Negro to fall into the revisionist, opportuworkers, the monumental interna- nist policy to conclude that because
tional struggle against fascism, which
culminated in the winning of World
War II, and the tremendous growth
of socialist countries in Eastern Europe and Asia in the post-war period.

These vast democratic movements
had profound effects upon the Negro
people. Their general pressure was
in the direction of integration.
In this movement for integration,
the slogan of self-determination is altogether inapplicable for the American Negro people. Various other nationalist tendencies are also at a very
low ebb among them. This does not

the Negro people are now orienting

heavily towards integration, therewill have nothing further
to do with the national question in

fore, they
general.

Class: This is also a fundamental
question in the Negro work. There
has been much confusion about this
matter. Thus, for many years, the
Socialist Party held the position that
the Negro question was solely a class
issue, and

it did not especially

con-

cern itself with such racial outrages
as lynching, and other manifestations

of fim-Crow. The Communist Party,
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the other hand went to the oppoextreme, for a considerablJ period, in-theory if not so much in prictice, of seriously underplaying- the

o_n

site

of lhe Negio que"stion.
The class question is- ineitricably
class aspects

bound up with questions of race and
nation, and it can be intelligently
considered only if 'these vital and
ever-present matters are taken fully
into consideration. The Party cannot
work at maximum efficiency in the
Negro field, unless, together with
questions of race and riation, it also
has a clear line and full understanding of the importance of the class
question to the Negro people.
As the Negro people reach grearer
political maturity (whether on the
basis of nation or integration), they
progressively difierentiate themselves
along class lines. In general, they
develop the characteristic class divisions that are inevitable b,y the very
nature of the capitalist system-such
as capitalists, petty bourgeoisie, working class, and farmers. But here
again, the special narional role of the
Negro people plays a very important
part. Thus, the numbers of Negroes are disproportionately weak in
the capitalist and upper middle
classes. While there are some Negro members of the upper middle
class, and even some that may be
characterized as big capitalists (as,
for example, the so-called Texas Negro oil millionaires), the vast majority of the Negro people, however, as
is characteristic of a bitterly oppressed
and exploited people, belong to the

ranks of the lower middle class, the
poor farmers, and the working class.

The class composition of the N.gto
people is of decisive importance in
determining their ideology and .action, and must therefore constantly
be borne in mind.
Going increasingly into their current integrationist orientation, the
Negro people step up their class activities, and these become more complex. The propositon is much more
complicated than for them simply to
join up with the particular class organization and activities of their special vocations. Race and national
considerations, as well as class, must
imperatively also be borne in mind,
else the given effort will fail. In the
trade unions, for example, which already contain the principal class expression of the Negro people, the
task is much more than for the Negroes to enroll as members. There
are a lot of other matters to be considered, including white chauvinism.
Because the members in question are
Negroes, they confront special proh.
lems on the issue of wages, for .instance, in which the Negroes always
face hardships of discrimination;
there are matters, too, of upgrading,
of seniority, of securing employment,
of daily work grievances, and the
like, in all of which they are also
victimized. In these matters, the Negro is at a serious disadvantage as
compared to the white workers, and
unless he fights against these disadvantages, with the maximum of white
allies, he is very apt to be seriously
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the losing end. These are just fronting the Negro people and their
a few examples to indicate the vast allies-indeed the whole American
importance of the class element in people-is the completion of thc
the Negro question.
unfinished democratic revolution in
To sum up this general section: the South. The prosecution of this
one of the principal thoughts we work will have the most far-reachhave sought to emphasize is that in ing effects in every field of the class.
the Negro program one-sidedness struggle, North and South. The
must be avoided. Race, nation, and democratization of the South by
class must each be recognized as striking the Jim Crow shackles from
such, and properly dealt with. Dur- the Negro people will enormously
ing the Party's history, although the stimulate democracy all over the'
Party has done some splendid work, country. It will not only bring the
it has tended to overplay or under- Southern Negro masses into the
play, from time to time, the various trade unions and farm organizations,.
elements-race, nation, and class- and the other channels of democthat go to make up the Negro ques- racy, but it will also release the
tion as a whole. This has served to democratic strength of the masses of'
inject some one-sidedness into its poor whites who, in many respectsr.
work, and has deepened and multi- also suffer from shocking conditions.
plied its mistakes. Just now, the of oppression and exploitation. This"
Party is emerging from a tragic ex- curtailing of the power of the Dixieperience with revisionism during the crats in the South will b,ring about
past couple of years. It is at present a big growth in the general tradeclearing out the basic errors that the union movement. For the first time'
Right opportunists, with considerable the Sou,thern masses will have an
ultra-Left help; injected into the Ne- opportunity to elect legitimate repgro work. It is high time, therefore, resentatives in the local and state
that the Party overcome its tradi- governments, and also to send rep
tional and harmful one-sidedness in resentative delegations to Congress.
its work, and build a balanced Ne- The opportunity will present itself to,
gro program, one in which the ques- break the grip the Dixiecrats in
tions of race, nation, and class all Congress now have upon the chairplay their proper role. If this is manships of key committees. There
done, it will enormously improve must, therefore, be no under-estiour Negro work in general.
mation of the basic importance of"
Vitally important is it not to forget the liberation movement of the Nethe outstanding importance of the gro people.
Negro question. The great task con-

on_

CENTRAL AFRICA AND FREEDOM
Federation and government of the
country by the African majority. The

Central Africa and treedom
By W. Alphaeus Hunton

y,

.r!

the American_ ncruspapers report major ,,pacificarion,
plrn* iiricted against thr' propir} of Nyasa-

^At by British lrnnerial troops and
efforts
_,g?

_prrss,.

land. This is thc litest ;" tti
t;fr'i"",i,i rtrZrilna, o1 *,
"rpUi;r", *rra;"g
"Frce world." In the
thit
roilotus,,-br. Hunr_oo, author or rhe recentry.aylcle
,published Decision in Africa, *ho iot:rly iproi ,rr"rol weefts in Zir;i, analyzes
and describes some of the
.rarcsr dtrrrop*Lnti ;r- rnri Z"r);ri,irfiir* with the
will lor freedom.-The Editor.

Tnr "rltrncnNcy"

powEns vested in
colonial governments give license to
rule by the mailed fisiinstead of by
whatever law subject territories may
enjoy. And thoush the colonial vokl
has been broken Lr loosened in mort
areas of the world and even parts of
,,errrergen"dav

Africa, the declaration of
cies" remains the order of the
in the vast settler-populated areas oi
tnat contlnent, east, central and
south. Nyasaland is the latest to feel
the mailed fist. Thirty-nine Africans
were killed by police, so it was offi_
cially reported, and 249 persons were
summarily lailed in the 6rst four days
of the "emergency" declared theie
.on March
3.
Trouble has been brewing and occasionally exploding in both Nyasaland and Northern Rhodesia iince
1953 when the protests of the African inhabitants were brushed aside
and the two territories were joined
'with Southern Rhodesia, ruled'by
its
r75,ooo whites according to the
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South African white-supremacy code,
to form the Central African Federa-

tion. Though the Colonial Ofrce

in London retained final jurisdiction
over Nyasaland and Northern Rho-

desia, the white settler

centered

in

ruling group

Southern Rhodisia regarde_d this as merely a temporary

expedient. They have imoatientlv
demanded and insisted or, ...urini
next year independent dominion sta-tus for the Federation. This would
give the white minority, totalling
about 25o,ooo, absolute political conl
trol over the more than seven million Africans in the three territories.
On $e other hand, African oppo.
sition in Nyasaland, where there are
fewer than 8,ooo whites and ro,ooo
Indians to nearly three million Africans, has increased in intensity. The
Nyasaland African Congress has become a force to reckon with since
Dr. Hastings Kamuzu Banda returned home last |uly to lead it. Congress demands secession from the

Nyasas, having refused

to yiild

an

inch to either the carrot of ,;partnership" or the club of intimidation and
coercion, the white settler regime resorted to the conventional lolonial
method of dealing with stubborn and

militant subjects.
Then, simultaneously with the
news of the killings and mass arrests,
thereruddenly descended a heavy fog
of official propaganda. The NA.C*.
and its leaders, it was charged, had
plotted a "massacre." Not-an iota
of evidence was offered and no sub.
stantiating details, except for something about the planneduse of drum
signals. Up to a week after the announcement of the "massacre" plot
(when this was written), not a single
white person had been killed in Nyasaland or anywhere else in the Federation. Nor, save for one confused
story about a single gun, was there
any report of any weapons in African
hands other than the usual stones,
sticks, and spears. And the crowning

irony is that this weird tale

was

served up to the world at the very

time when Her Majesty's Government was conducting a prolonged
trial in Kenya in an effort to prevent
a reformed informer there from upsetting the same sort of charge used
in ano,ther "emergency" nearly seven
years ago as the basis for jailing |omo
Kenyatta and other leaders of the
Kenya African Union and driving
that organization out of existence.

All

available evidence clearly indi-
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cates that the responsibility for the
grave developments in Nyasaland
rests with the white ruling clique
in the Federation, and specifically
the Federal Prime Minister, Sir Roy
Welensky, and the Prime Minister
of Southern Rhodesia, Sir Edgar
Whitehead. It was a provocative
act to airlift Rhodesian troops up to
Nyasaland ten days or more before
the declaration of any "emergency"
and p,articularly at a ii-e *hin tire

Nyasaland Governor was describing

the situation as having been "contained." The "emergency" alarm in
Southern Rhodesia, accompanied by
the arrest and detention of 45o persons, was sounded on February 26,
a full week prior to the crackdown
in Nyasaland, and officials could offer no explanation for it except to say

that it was to preaent something
from happening. The obiective, obviously, was to set a precedent so as
to be able to bring heavier pressure
to bear on the Nyasaland Governor
to fall in line and "get tough."
In a letter to Governor Armitage
on February z3 Dr. Banda wrote:
The sending of troops from Southern
Rhodesia to this country confirms our
original suspicions and fears about and
against Federation. AII along we have
argued that Federation meani domination of Nyasaland by the European set-

tlers, especially European settlers of
Southern Rhodesia, whose political

views are the same as those of the European settlers of the Union of South

Africa.

...
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Since October z6th the settlers' oress

in

Central Africa has talked of ivhat
it calls a "show-down" with African
nationalist leaders in Nyasaland and
Northern Rhodesia. This ialk of "show-

down" has become more vociferous
since- the Accra (All African People's)

Conference in December. To us, iherc-

fore, the sending of troops to Nyasaland has not come as a rurprise. It is
the "show-down" of which -the European settlers and their leaders have been
talking. . . .

He went on to tell of the slander
campaign against him already under
way in the Central African and London press representing him "as not
only an extremist, an agitator and
a trouble-maker, but as an extremely

ambitious and xenophobic individual." FIe also spoke of the growing
strength of the N.A.C., of their meetings to which ro,ooo to 4o,ooo peo-

ple flocked, and also of government
action to suppress and break up these
meetings. The press attacks against
him, he said, were the consequence
of his policy.

Our demand for secession from the
Federation and for a new constitution
that will give the country a government
by elected representatives of the people,
as opposed to government by civil iervants, is a political problem. It cannot
be solved by a brutal and barbaric dis-

It

to be free.

democrat;

play of military might.

. . . We mean

t,

Some time earlier, addressing the
Conference at Accra already referred
to, Dr. Banda had spoken in a pro-

phetic vein when he said:
Speaking for East, Central and South

Africa in general, and Nyasaland in
particular, I can say that I envy our
brothers in West Africa because they
have no settler problem on their handi.
.
We have the settler problem,
which makes our struggle for -freedorn
and independence harder and much

more complicated. . . We have to
fight not only open and direct imperialism and colonialism based in distant London, but worse still we have to
fight delegated and commissioned imperialism and colonialism based nearer
home in Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia,
which is far more malignant and dead-

ly in its

effects on our struggle.

My policy'for Nyasaland is simple.
is _part of my general policy for
the whole conrinent of Africa. I am a

I

believe, and believe strongly, that everywhere in the world tfie
majority must rule. And in Africa the
majority is the African. Therefore,
everywhere in Africa, including Nyasa-

land, the African must rule. .-. .

I

am not motivated or activated by

from us. We have no intention of
driving Europeans into the Atlantic
Ocean or the Indians into the Indian
Ocean. . .
Similarly, I am not against the socalled Central African Federation be-

I

am ambitious and want to be a
big fish in a small pond in an indepen-

dent Nyasaland.

I

A few hours before the blow fell
on March 3, Dr. Banda pened these
words, his last before 6eing taken
by the police and sent out* of the

country:

am against Fed-

eration because any political union with

Southern Rhodesia is incompatible
with an African state in Nyaialand.
. . . On the question of secession from

-yesterday it was the Conge<f
boiling tensions thar are the -dominant feature of all the African countries where white minority rule remains. One must either remove this
basic source of tensions-white political domination-or be prepared ior

the fire to spread.

It should be remembered that the
Uinted States also is deeply impli-

I am to be
now. Well, I am cated in whatever happens in this
ready. But I shudder at the conse- part of Africa. American investments
quences. What the settlers do not know from government as well as private
is that I am the main resrraining in- sources loom large, particularly in
fuence-here. Arresting me, or r..r"ding South Africa and Rhodesia.
in soldiers and policJ from Southeri big American corporations areVarious
in the
Rhodesia, will not deter us from our
forefront of the extraction of Rho.
course. Though
There is a rumor that

arrested any time

troops are everywhere
and the pla_nes drone overhead, the people are as determined as ever. Theie is
no panic- among Africans. The only

people who show panic are the Eurc
peans.

desian asbestos, manganese, chrome,

copper and other resources. The
American Metal Co., for example,
holds the controlling inrerest in Rho.
desian Selection Trust, one of thc

two big bosses of the Copperbelt,
Will the British Governmenr ac- which provides the grearer part of

-

any spirit of hatred against Europeani
or Indians. . . . Europeans and Indians
of goodwill who want to live in Nyasaland as our guests, friends, neighbors
and fellow-citizens have nothing io fear

cause

the Federation we are united. There
is no division among us. Chiefs and
common people are of one mind.

+7

cede to the secession of Nyasaland,
acknowledging that the Central African Federation was constructed on
sand and a gross mistake ? Or will

it

continue

to

stand

the entire Federation's revenue.
United States influence was no
small factor in the creation of the
Central African Federation. "British

by the white Central Africa was federated into

settler regime in Rhodesia and under-

take what may become the burden
and shame of another Algeria I There
is no evidence thus far of readiness

on the part of even the

Laborites

to face this issue squarely. It should
be understood, however, that the usual British expedient of simply muddling through di6cult problems may
be exceedingly dangerous in this instance and at this hour. For Nyasaland is simply the present focal point

a

new state to attract American capital

for the

tural

development

resourcesr"

of its rich

the New

na-

Yorft

Times stated bluntly, Ocr. 25, 1953.
Washington and Wall Street could
now, if they chose, solely out of enlightened self-interest and to prevent
matters from getting worse in Cen-

tral Africa, bring pressure to bear
on Londo,n to liberate Dr. Banda
and all other political prisoners, give
the Nyasas what they are asking for,
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and hold Welensky and Co. in check.
But unless there is loud pop,ular demand on both sides of the Atlantic

for

such a solution, this is hardly
likely to occur.
In any case, the African people, inspired by a new high level of con6* Decribed at leogth in thc Fcbruary
of this mgazine by Shidey Gnllan.-&d,'

dence, determination, and unity refected at the Accra Conference of
three months ago.* will persist in
their struggle for full equality and
freedom even if they have to fight

The Political Situation in trance and ltaly

alone.

By CPs

.

of France and ltaly

The genelal crisis afllicting the uhole srntcture of itnperialism is intensilying

in nature. central to thk. are the deuelopments uthin the ttao great notiois iy
Fraycg and
in both, the s.trongest single party is the cimmunist parry.
And in both-Italy;
it is the communist Palty yhich leads in the srruggle for peace,
lreedotn and national ind.ependencc, Las.t Decgltber.these partiesidopied i io;"i
statemcnt ol analysis ailich
we are certain will be ol great interest n bu, ,rodnr,
The tcrt is reprinted in full lrom theForeign Bulletin of the Italian Communist
Party, lor lanuary, r959.-The Editor.

A orr,ncetroN or the French Communist Party and a delegation of the
Italian Communist Party met jointly
in Rome from December rg to 23,

eration movement of the colonial
peoples and the resistance of thb
masses of the people to the policy
of misery and war are provoking an
aggravation o[ the general crisis of
ry58.
The meeting took place in an at- the capitalist sysrem which is shaking
mosphere of deep friendship and cor- the capitalist West. The imperialiit
diality. The two delegations pro. countries of west Europe are directly
ceeded to an exchange of informa- hit by the consequinces of thl
tion on the situation of the two coun- changes that are taking place in the
tries and the policy of the two par- countries of the Middle East and
ties. At the conclusion of this ex- Africa. All these difrculties have
amination the two delegations found been further augmented by the subthemselves in agreement in their r:rdination of the capitalist states to
judgment of the political situation American imperialism and their acand the perspectives that it offers, and ceptance of the policy of the cold war
in their evaluation o{ the tasks that and the permanenr division of Euarise from all this for the Commu- rope, which has now become deeper
nists and for the democratic forces. in consequence of the transformation
The attack against democracy that of West Germany into a military
is developing in France carries with- base of aggression.
To all this must todav be added
in it a direct threat of fascism. It is
the effects of the Ame.ican "recesnot an isolated phenomenon.
The rapid progress of the socialist sion" and the consequences of the end
world, the driving force of the lib- of a favorable economic picture in
49
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and groups of states, as is
proved by the bitter discussions re-

the main capitalist countries. The
symptoms of a crisis are beginning

states

to appear in several essential branches

garding the Free Trade Zone.

In order to realize this policy the
of production, the agrarian crisis is
deepening, unemployment is grow- ruling groups of monopoly capitalism
ing, the material. conditions of the are driven to attack parliamentary
masses are worsening and their rights

and liberties are being put in danger

by their exploiters. Thus fall by the
wayside the illusions nurtured till

now by the

bou,rgeois and SocialDemocratic ideologists about the

possibility of an even development of
capitalist society without profound
contradictions.
In seeking a way out

of this situation the ruling groups of capitalism
are striving to unite their forces and
concentrate them, so as to thrust
the burden of the economic crisis
on the masses and the intermediate
strata, develop a more active struggle

against Socialism and carry

out

a

desperate effort to maintain in one
way or another their political and
economic supremacy in Africa and
the Middle East. For this purpose
they encourage and favor in every
way the process of capiulist corrcentration, which tends to establish the
complete and uncontested domination of the monopolies and trusts
over all social work. In this framework, one of the aspects of the Atlantic policy is being concretized
in the creation of the so-called European Common Market, whose imme-

diate effect will be to aggravate all
the internal contradictions in each

country of the community and sharp-

en competition among the capitalist

and democratic institutions. Their
aim is twofold: on the one hand to
diminish the political weight of the
working class and intensify its exploitation; on the other to subject
the middle classes more closely to
their domination so as to try to bring
about a greater concentration of thc
economic and social forces upon
which the big bourgeoisie rests.
What it involves is a typically to.
talitarian trend but manifesting itself
in forms that are different from those
of fascism of the classic type and in
a diflerent way from one country to
another, according to the gravity of
their economic and social contradictions. The recent and uagic experience undergone by the peoples who
were victims of the fascist regimes
that were overthrown following the
Second World War makes it in fact
impossible for the forces of reaction
to repeat openly the earlier forms
and tactics.
What has happened in France, as
well as the possible and further developments of the French situatiorl
indicate where this tendency of the
reactionary bourgeoisie can lead.
Democracy in France has been
defeated by recourse to violence, the
blackmailing threat of civil war, and
demagogy. Militarism lays claim to
dominating public life and guiding

THE SITUATION IN FRANCE AND ITALY

all national policy. An authoritarian regime has been set up founded
on a personal power free of any
democratic check over its acts by the
nation and supported by the oligarchy

of the banks and monopolies.
In other countries, particularly in
Italy, analogous trends manifest
themselves.

5r

and financial monopolies, are used
as instruments of domination in the
hands of the ruling political groups.
Division in the workers' trade unions, the subordination of the radeunion movement to employers and
government and the adoption of
forms of corporativism in relations
between enterprises as well as in the
regulation of relations between capital and labor, whether in agriculture
or industry, are essential elements
of this reactionary plan.

The reactionary bourgeoisie seeks
discredit parliamentary institutions, which it would like to make
void of all content while keeping
Anti-communism is the ideological
up a deceptive facade. It strives to
impose immoral and unjust election root of this policy of dividing, weaklaws so as to give rise to Parliaments ening and humiliating the laboring
in which the expression of real inter- masses. This is accompanied by the

to

ests and diverse national forces is al-

tered, sometimes to the point of cari-

cature, as

most unrestrained social and national
demagogy and by appeals to the old

in the case of France. It spirit of colonial domination. In
to limit the Italy and in France Right-wing So-

tends more and more

power of elected assemblies, whether
national Parliaments or local or re'

gional assemblies, and to increase
exorbitantly the powers of the executive. It transforms the administrative and military apparatuses of the
State into instruments of the ruling
political groups and into tools of per'
sonal power. The Press and other
modern means of propaganda that

help to form public opinion, which
ought to promote the organization
of a freer and more democratic life,

cial Democracy has agreed to become

of the essential instruments of
this policy. The reactionary bourgeoisie has succeeded in making it
into an anti-communist penetrating
force in the ranks of the working
one

it, therefore, the
most capable of dividing the laboring
masses and the people. In ltaly,

class, considering

moreover, profiting

by the tradi-

tional ties that exist between the
Church and wide masses of the peo-

ple and utilizing the ecclesiasrical orto organize around ganization and its so.called social
the acts of the government an at- doctrine, the reactionary bourgeoisie
mosphere of plebiscitary approval. strives to make use of the Catholic
The public and nationalized sectors movement to set up an authoritarian
are b,razenly used

of the economy, instead

od

being used

and integralist regime.

This trend, which is today prein the general interest and to curtail
in several of the large coundominant
industrial
the
the excissive power of
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of the capitalist West, aggra-

vates international tension, increases

the danger of an aromic confict
and provokes colonial wars. If this
trend is not defeated it can lead to a

profound degeneration of European
civilization and culture. The naked
intention to exclude the labor and
democratic forces from public life,
to prevent them from bringing their
original contribution to progress and
the transformation of the world, result in placing the countries of west
Europe, notwithstanding their great
traditions of humanism and civilization, outside the great currents of
modern life, towards which they
could instead make an important
contribution, indeed, an indispensable
one.

In this situation the two

parties

that the historical tasks which
fall to the Marxist-Leninist parties
as vanguard forces in the struggle
for peace and Socialism appear, in
so far as west Europe is concerned,
graver and ;-nore urgent still.
What is required, in fact, is to prestress

vent the development and realization
of the pJans of the big capitalist
bourgeoisie, for their success would
mean a general decadence of political
and social life. Any partial or tem-

porary successes on the part of reaction would not of course change the

general perspective of our epoch,
which is that of the necessary passage
from cap,italism to socialism; but they
would be dearly paid for by the
working class and the people. The
struggle for peace, the struggle

against the threat of atomic and nuclear extermination and against colo,
nial wars, all action for diiarmament
and peaceful coexistence, which re-

main the most imporrant objectives

for Communist parties, must, in order to be developed in an efiective
way, be today closely tied to the strug-

gle against reacrionary designs ani
for democratic and social reiewal.
The aggressive plans of imperialism and colonialism can be repelled
by the action of the peoples when
they are .pur on guard againsr rhe
<langers they run. To this end, the
recognition of the great historical
tact represented by the independence
movement of the colonial peoples, es-

pecially in the Middle - Eait and
Africa, the demand for recovery of
their narional sovereignty by 'the
countries subjected to the Ailantic
policy, the exigency of putting an end
to drscrlmrnatron among states according to difierences in their internal s_ystem are necessary conditons
for the re-establishment'of international confidence. These conditions
can p,repare the ground for new international relations which would be
the expressio,n of an effective peaceful coexistence because foundid on
equality among states and respect for
the interests of each. Itaiy and
France have a direct interest in the
realization of this new international
order among the countries of the
Mediterranean.

The conditions for giving a new
impetus to the workeri, anl democratic movement exist. In France,
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in spite of the successes so far obtained by the reactionary offensive,

the

resistance

of the

Communist

Party and of all true democrats can
be the starting point for a general
recovery of the anti-fascist and democratic struggle. In Italy, the strength
of the Communist Party and unity
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where these still function, so that
they may become a true expression of
the country and reflect the real interests of the nation in the best possible way.

This program must also mean the
struggle for a series of economic and

social transformations which will
tend to curb the power of the monopg]ie1 and crush their designs to
establish their absolute doriinion
over the life of the nation. In this
framework, indispensable demands
bourgeoisie and Catholic integralism. are the nationalization of certain secThe two parties agree on the fact tors of industry, agrarian reforms,
that the efrort towards democratic the protection of small-scale peasant
and social renewal requires in the property against the overbearine pow_
first place a firm and tenacious ac- er of the monopolies, the dem"oiratition to repel all measures which zation of m-anagement over the pubtend to impair the liberties and lic secrors of the economy and d.mrights of the workers and worsen ocratic check on State-investment
"
their living and working conditions, plans in
-.industry and agriculture.
and to impose satisfaction of the most These will.make it possiblJto protect
and to impede satisfaction of the the general interests of the workers
most urgent economic demands, the and the small and middle-scale proexpansion of workers' rights and the ducers of town and country, stimufree functioning of the workers' rep- late the. economic p.ogr.i, mad.e
..
with the Socialist Party which has till
now been safeguarded are keeping
open the real perspectives of a democratic alternative, against the totalitarian designs of the large mo,nopoly

in the factories.
possible.by the rapid deuElopment of
From this starting-point the action production techniques rrrd pr.u.nt
of the Communist parties can ex- th-e plundering action characteristic
pand and organize itself around a of capitalist concentration direcred
more general program of democratic by the monopolies. t.
,trrnnl.
renewal. This program, bearing in against application of the EuroJin
mind the conditions peculiar to each Common Market falls into 'this
country, must not only mean strug- framework; for this institution
gle to restore representative institu- become for the monopolies ;-oulJ
l;_
tions and full respect for the basic strument for their absolute sway over
rights of citizens where these have the economy of the memb., .o,ini.i.,
been suppressed, and the struggle of the Community and represent a
for a genuine functioning of Parlia- prerexr for speeding up rh; process
ment and democratic institutions or concentratlon to their exclusive
resentative organs
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advantage and

a

means

to

render

the road to division and anti-commu-

for the international monopo' nism they would but condemn themlies the plunder of the resources of selves and their parties. All can see
each country of Little Europe, sac- to what mortal peril democracy and
rificing deliberately the less developed peace and the very life of nations

easier

areas.

is exposed by anti-communist preju-

The two parties are convinced that
possible to rally the working
class, the toiling peasants, the intellectuals and the middle classes

dice.

it is

around a program of democratic and

national renewal. It will thus be
possible in action to constitute a
broad alignment of political and social forces capable of isolating the
big bourgeoisie and smashing the reactionary bloc dominated by monopoly capital.
The struggle for Socialism lies in
this perspective, which is a perspective of democratic development. This
struggle is linked to daily action in
defense of immediate interests and
rights, to the more general action for
democra ic and social renewal and
to action for an active and wider
participation of the working class in
the political leadership of the nation in all phases of its development.
An essential condition for arriving

The French Communist Party and
the Italian Communist Party appeal
to those Social-Democratic parties
who have expressed their criticism
in connection with the policy of international tension, their opposition
to colonial wars and their deep con-

cern over the progress of reaction
and fascism. The two parties ardently hope that they wil listen to
this appeal for action on the part of
all against reaction and fasciim.
The unity of the working class,
where it is already manifesq must
be defended as a precious asset.
In order to march efiectively along
this road the French Communis-t
Party and the Italian Communist
Party must maintain and continually
expand their conracts and their links
with the broadest masses of workers,
with all strara of the popularion who
are victims of the overwhelming
at such a wide alignment is the reali- power of the State and the capitaliJt
zation of. workers' unity, which alone monopolies. The two partie; must
moment be capable of grasp
can give it a solid base. What has it
the concrere problems that Jvenis
happened in France is a warning for ing"qy
all. Enlightened by this experience, place_ before the national society in
the Social-Democratic and Catholic which they move and have theii beworkers can understand that their ing; .they must be capable of giving
own rights and their own liberties positive answers to these problemq,
would not escape the fate that the with the aim of carrying the demo.
reactionaries and the fascists reserve cratic movement forward and orientfor public liberties. In persisting on ing the masses of the people accord-
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ing to perspectives tlat are real and
that are understood by the masses
thcmselves.

The indispensable propaganda for
Socialism and for the defense of revo
lutionary theory against bourgeois

and petty-bourgeois ideology must
rest on this action of the masses and
must in this action find its nourishment.

,5

in the spirit of the Declaration and
the Appeal for Peace approved at
Moscow in November r)Jfu which
laid down the general lincs of de.
velopment and the main tasks of thc
Communist movement in this his.
torical period.

The unity

of the international

Communist movement on the basis
of proletarian internationalism and

This means a p€rmanent struggle

Marxist-Leninist doctrine and soli-

against revisionism, which remains
the main danger in the ranks of the
workers' movement, but also against
all dogmatic and sectarian encumbrances which feed inertia of thought
and organization,
The struggle against revisionism

darity with the Soviet Union and the

and dogmatism is today indispensable
to eliminate from the ranks of the

workers' and democratic movement
the tendency towards "wait-and-seeismr" to drive out the reformist capitulation of the skeptical and fenced-

in sectarianism, which hamper tackling the imperative tasks of the suug-

gle for peace, democracy and

So-

cialism.

countries of the socialist camp, constitutes the firmest guarantee for advancing victoriously on the road to
peace and Socialism. The new relation of forces existing in the world
between the socialist sysrem and the
imperialist system; the impetuous de-

velopment
which has

of the socialist

system,

in

these past years confirmed its irresistible creative forcel

the driving power of the

people's

liberation movement from the yoke
of colonialism and imperialist oppression; the strengthening of the will

to

in millions of men and
of every social class; the

peace

women.

The two parties express the hope growth of a democratic and
that an examination of the problems
that lie before the workers' movement of, west Europe will be pursued by all the brother parties o{
the interested countries. This would

ist

contribute towards strengthening
their ideological and political unity

lsm.

consiousness

in

social-

ever-broader

of toilers, will make it possible to checkmate the designs of war
and reaction and further the advance
masses

of humanity on the road to

Social-
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THE GATES OF FABLE
By Wlliam Z. Foster
foHN G,rtas, with the assistance of Earl
Browder, has written a book.* Too
bad they 'didn't draw |ay Lovestone
into it also; then they would have had

is amazing how quick the

from the Party pick up bourgeois misrepresentations and distortions. Of
course, Gates did not have far to go
in this respoct, when one recalls h-=is

the hierarchy of opportunist ex-Cominunists more fully represented. They
are all cut from the same cloth. The

vicious anti-Party polemics while he
was still in the Party. It would be
both a big task and an empry one to

diffcrences between them are as nothing
compared to their similarities-fighting
the Party and the world socialist move-

reply to all his fabrications.- When

one reads the confusionism of this book,

ent. Thc book amounts to ltitle or

he gets a pretty good idea of why

nothing theoretically, as it deals fundamentally with no real problems. But
such as it is, it confirms the Party's
view of what Gates is trying to do. It
makes clear that he wants to split the
Communist Party, and develop some
sort of a talking machine that would

pervert the Party into

renegades

the Gates agitation has been so barren.
As an example of the ease and reck
lessness

with which

sents the Party

Gates misreore-

line in order ,o g.ilr,

point, he say! (p: r58): "Our gloomy"
predictions of early war and inevitablt
fascism had been proved wrong." ft
would be difficult to crowd into io few
words more falsifications than this. Our
Party never predicted early war, in the

Social-Democ-

iacy, divorced Irom Marxism-I-eninism,
divorced from proletarian internationalism, divorced from the American class

of a world war, nor did it speak
of inevitable fascism. Quite the con.
trary, the very heart of its policy was
to make clear to the masses that, although there was grave danger, the
sense

struggle, divorced from the socialist
countries of the world, and divorced

from the socialist movement in general.
"I am no longer a C-ommunistr" saYs
Gates (p. r9z), but to the reader of the
book this fact is so clear that it is
hardlv necessarv to state it.
In 'his book, Gates makes use of
manv of the characteristic tricks of the
nrofessional red-baiter. He sneers at
ih. Prrty and its history; he lies delib''
erately about the Party's policies; and
he slanders the Party leadership. It

deciding voice in these questions belonged to the people. The Party, however, made a historic achievement in
pointing out that the post-World War
II period was a war-like one. This
was a pioneer act, for which the Party
deserves great credit.

During the 'most intense period of
the cold war, in the years of the Korean war, the bulk of the American
lrt"n
Stort ol an Ameican Commsnht, by people felt that both world war and
Iohn-Gatis (Th6*", Nelmn & Sons, N. Y.)' fascism were inevitable. But not
the
22t pp., $3.95.
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Party. It was one of

the

very few forces in the U.S. that spoke

out openly, clearly, and

persistently,
against both war and fascism, and de-

clared that neither was inevitable. The
Communist Parties of the world praised
the heroic stand of the U.S. Commu-

nist Party during the cold war, and
well they might. But Gates' slander
rs merely a repetition of the line of the
revisionists who seek to discredit the
Party at all costs. Add a few score
more examples like the above, and one

a picture of the Gates method
of misrepresenting the Party line.
. Gates, who spouted a great deal in

gets

the Party debate about being "honest"
with opponents within and without the
Party, in his book slanders freely Party
rnilitants and leaders. Of course, I am
his favorite target, being vilified upon
innumerable occasions. Typically, he
says of me, "Foster now demanded
that all those who had favored a political action association prior to the convention had to be proscribed" (p.rgr).
But this is a brazen falsehead. The
truth is that as late as two months after
the Party National Convention, Gates,
at a meeting of the National Committce, boastfully read a list of nine Dis-

Organizers of important Party
districts, who had supported the political action association, and who con,
tinued to do so. The gravity of this
boast was that the Party convention
had condemned the political action association, which stood for the abolition of the Party as such, and that these
D.O.'s, in continuing to support it,
were openly negating the convention
and the Party. I thereupon proposod
that the nine D.O.'s be called upon to
dissociate themselves from the political

trict

action asso€iation. This was the least

s7

that a Communist Party could ask oI

them. There was no

suggestion of
disciplinary action. The National Com-

mittee, which was then loaded with
revisionists, took no action on the matter, however, and the D.O.'s in qucstion

that are still in the Party-those
have never yet publicly disavowed the
political action association, It was because I stood thus firmly for the C-ommunist Party, its Marxist-Leninist policies, and its program, that Gates denounces me in his book as being "oldfashioned," "sectarian," and the like.

With his usual inventiveness, Gates,
seeking to characterize me as a soctarian, states at considerable length that
I was about to call him an agent of

American imperialism during the faction fight, but was made to think bet-

ter of it. This incident simply

never

happened. However, the very essence
of the attempt of the revisionists to
destroy the Communist Party during
the recent period has been to further
the cause of American imperialism. But
Gates, in his book, goes further than

merely cultivating imperialist tendencies. FIe would have the Party believe

that the cold war could have been
averted (and the Party saved from the
governmental persecution) by the Soviet Union simply accepting the Marshall Plan. Here he would have us ig-

nore that the Marshall Plan was deto rebuild and rearm Europe
for the purpose of destroying the socialist world and that the imperialists
would use every conceivable device to
signed

keep these funds out of the hands of the
socialist countries.
Gates makes a big issue of the fact

that in a recent article I had spoken
of the need to "Americanize our Party."
This he says was "the most damning
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of our Party that possibly
could be made"-that is, at this lati
date, to still talk of the need to Ameriindictment

THE GATES OF FABLE

Communist Party from time to time,
to get a pretty good picture of Gates'

ultimate goal. Take Browder himself,
for example: it is only recently that hi
published a book (Marx and America\

canize the Party. Gates ignores the
fact that practicaily every leider in the
Party. since its foundaiion spoke of
the imperative need to Am6ricanize
the movement. And we may be sure

key points-a typical

is of small size compared'with thi

Gates does not finally choose Browdir
as his specific model-(as Browder suegests), he has a considerable srouo Jf
other dubious characters f.orn i"hich to
choose his
Telt-or, including Lovestone,

that they will continue to do this in the
future. The reason for the necessity
to hammer upon this question is because we are a member of a very powerful international movement. oui Partv

others, , and because

of the many

speci-

fi9 qualities of the American clasi sirug-

gle--all of which tend to over-emphisize the international aspect if we are
not alert nationally. Whit we mean by
Americanizing

thl

Party, however,

keeping the American' angle

of

o'f

the

.Party's line in proper relaiionship to
the
-international angle, is something

in which he engages in the task o?
trying to disprove Marx on numerous

tionary

counrer-revolu-

job. But if the

,,evolvind'

Eastman, Wolfe,

.1..

Gitlow,2ack, Fatg
These renegades from Commu-

nrsm may vary somewhat among them.
-professional

selves: from

anti-irfarxist

wrlters to common stool_pigeons and
police informers; but thiy' are one

group politically, united in-their bitter
hatred of the Communist party. Marxism-Len inism, and socialism-<ipeciallv

totally diflerent from the "national the Soviet Union. This is rrot' ,rrrr.6
Communism" of the revisionists, who of a choice, but Gates is definitelv on
would have us play down or ignore the his way. already to finding his placc
international basis of our movement among these elements.
and concentrate exclusively upon disOne of Gates' princiDal ourooses in
torted national features of thi move- his book is to inflate'the'princtured
ment.
myth that Browder, as a broad mass
Gates shows a strong political affinity worker, built the Communist partv
for Earl Browder, which is natural over the years. He does his best to re_

enough, considering their common revisionism. Browder, in fact, has written a preface to the book, in which he
rather loftily accuses Gates of being

confused. He says that Gates,

with his
ideas unsettled, is on his way to a
more definite point of view. Browder
is not very clear, however, as to just
what he means by this, but one can
guess the general idea without great
difficulty. All that is necessary is to
take a look at what has become of the
other leaders who have deserted the

habilitate the discredited Browder. He
says, for
.example (p. Zo) that Brow"tar

der was

more successful in rootilS ,1,. Communisr Party in American
life than any previous leader. . . . As
a student of American history, Browder made serious efforts to iink the
Communist movement to the demo

cratic, revolutionary, labor and liberal
traditions of the country. The partv
won subsrantial influence in labor uriions numbering more than a million
members." The fact is that the broad

base of the Party during its most successful years rested fundamentally upon

the working alliance between the Left

and

Progressives

in the

trade-union

movement. This was the basis of the
Party's influence among the "more than
a million members" in the CIO, and it
was the foundation of every other

healthy movement conductod by the
Party. Earl Browder had little or
nothing to do with the establishment
of this basic policy. I must also say

a word in

oppo,sition

to the extrava-

gant effort of Gates to make Browder
appear as an efiective theoretician and

in the field of Negro work.
This he certainly was not. Perhaps
no better estimate of Browder's work
emong the Negro people is needed
lcader

than the simple fact that he, as part of
phantasy, abolished the

his Teheran

Marxist movement altogether in the
South, on the grounds the Negro people had won their fight.
Inasmuch as Gates is trying insistently to remake Browder into a leader.
it is time that our Party began to look
a little into his real leadeiship quali

ties. For

examplg few

will be sur-

prised at the fact that for many years:
along with Comrade Bittelman, Browder was the leading kftist in our Partyr

in

at that time the Party
in general was markedly I-eftist, but

Take

rg2g:.

none was so

he took

kft

as Browder. Thus,

special leadership

in

trans-

forming the Trade Union Educational
League into the Trade Union Unity

League, which contained the Party's
worst blunders in the direction of dual

unionism. Or take in 1936 (which
was a full year after the famous broadgauge Seventh Congress of the Comintern was held and the United Front
policy adopted): Browder distinguished
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himself- by making a last ditch fight
in the leadership for the Party to inbark - upon the sectarian policy of
launching a labor party in the current
national election. This would have
been a disastrous mistake. It would

have resulted

in

another skeleton la-

bor party, and as the workers were
very powerfully for Roosevelt, also in
the isolation of the Communist Party

from the masses for an indefinite period.
It was only after Browder had been

backed into the corner, with him alone

supporting his kftist line, that he.
finally
in the sponge and gave
up the

-threw
fight.
The Party

ad6pted insiead

the broad mass policy-of giving

Roose-

velt our support. This was one

oI

the most successful political campaigns

ever carried on by the Communist

It cemented the Left-Progressive
alliance in the CIO, insread of disrupt
ing-that alliance as Browder propor.d,
to do. It was a basic factor ircrcating
the strong Left influence in the CI6
for the next dozen years.
Gates, and the revisionists who follow him, never cease talking about
socialism, as Gates does in his book.
Actually, however, their whole movement is directed against socialism in
P_3ny.

this country and abroad. It is a reflection of the more diff,cult position
in which Amercan imperialism 6nds.
itself at the present time. As the mo-

nopolists feel the pressure of expanding and growing socialism on a world
scale, they make more and more des-

perate efforts to rally their forces against

the common enemy-socialism. This
is the basic reason why such revisionist forces as Gates repiesents take the
field against every prictical demonstration of Socialism in the world.

VEBLEN ON CAPITALISM

Ueblen on Capitalism
tsy Erik Bert

After more than half a century
f'horstein Veblen's Thcory ol Busi-

wasteful, or mosr obstructive

possibly as a result of the interest
stimulated last year by the centennial
of his birth.
A half-century is a long time for the
republication of a work whose peer

it

'ness Enterpnsr* has been republished,

it

would be difficult to find

in

U.S.

economic literature.

The Theory of Busincss Enterprise
is a critique of capitalism as an economy and as a social system. With
unswerving zeal Veblen showed that
the domination of our economy by the
business man, for the attainment of
pro6ts, had subverted modern industry

to the interesrs of the capitalists
the expense of the community. In

world arena,

at
the

business enterprise-

dominating the economies and gov.ernments of the main industrial countries-heads toward armament production, colonial repressoin, and war, he
held.

If the exigencies of profit-making
.demand efficient production, the busi-

y:*nt"

ol

istence, have viewed it as i seam,
side that needs patching. Veblen, ho#_
ever,
.saw this aspect as inherent in

capltahsm.

The nature of capitalism, Veblen
said, is determined by the fact that
profits are its goal
it, motivation.
".rd
The State, the government
apparatus,
.
political parries, domestic and'foreisn
policy were, for Veblen, formed in tle
image. of business, guided by business

morality, towards g6ds deteimined bv
business. Governments serve the sam;

ends as are served by the economv
within which they exisi and of whicfr

they are the political sup€rstructure.

Representative governmentl he said, is
representative in the first place of business. A constitutional government
serves business ends, as a moiarchic government serves dynastic ends. politics

roles

in

politics, are busrness partres.

is _only -.natural, similarly, that
Idomestic
policy and
policv

foreign'
should be determined by- buiiness

needs and aspirations.
, Armaments, readiness for war and,
if necessary, resort to war, are inhereni
in business politics. These are means
for. intimidating or combating the
business enterprises of other .ou-nt.ies,

B*linett

Thc New American libmrY.

has been notorious. The general run
economists, while concejing its ex-

those that persist and play the major

production, or producing waste instead
of wealth, then the business classimpartial as between waste and emciency-addresses itself to the most

Yebla. Tbe Tbeor!

of

in the usual sense, he held, is business
politics; and political parties, at least

to the industrial machine. If, however, the ap
propriation of profit can be accomplished by clogging the channels of
ness men give free rein

*-iEorr..i.

This deliberate wastefuln.r. ^1"!{#!,
of .roitalism was nor discovered bv Veblir:
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and for extending the markets of one's
own capitalists into the "uncivilized,"
the non-Christian, areas of the world.
Such are some of the major features

of the system of business enterprisecapitalism-in Veblen's analysis. This

analysis is a standing rebuke and chal-

to the whole array of academic
social scientists. (It is also evidence
lenge

that the understanding of the recent
refugees from Marxist theory is far
below that of this American radical of
half a century ago.)
The Theory ol Business Enterprise
was published in r9o4. In the decade
of which that year is the midpointr89gr9o9-iron and steel output expanded two and a half times. Monop
olization proceeded at a more rapid
pace.

In

ryo4

it

was estimated that 3r8

industrial trusts had arisen from the
of nearly 5,3oo distinct
plants. Of the seven billion dollars of

consolidation

capital represented by these trusts, onethird was controlled lry seven great

trusts. Two-fifths of the manufacturing capacity of the country was in the
hands of trusts. Over six billion dollars worth of securities was marketed
between approximately 1898 and r9o3.
These were the dominant new features of business enterprise when
Veblen wrote.

The

creation

of the trusts and

monopolies poured vast wealth into
the tills of the chief "frnanciering strategists" like f. P. Morgan and Co., and

of the biggest industrialists who came
into the combines, like Andrew Carnegie. This new phenomenon, afiecting

the "lerge mechanical industry" became the core of Veblen's theory of
business enterprise----of his analysis of
capitalist production.
There are two sources of pecuniary

6r

gain in business, he believed. In the
"old fashioned method of permanent

in some one industrial or
commercial plant", the gains result
from "industrial efficiency". In the
second situation the capitalists' gains
result from manipulating business enterprises, especially in the arena of
consolidations and mergers. The traffic
investment

in "vendible capital," the

securities

representing ownership of the nation's
corporate means of production, was to

Veblen the pivotal and dominant factor in business and industrv. In this
second channel of profirmaking, according to Veblen, profits result from

ups€tting

or blocking the

industrial

process at one or more points.

In routine business, he said,
the gains of the businessmen come

from the output o{ goods and services.
The capitalist pays wages to obtain
profits. He "realizes," converts into
money, the gains which are somehow already embraced in the product.

In business as a whole, Veblin said,
"aggregate earnings" have their source
in the industrial process, the material

equipment engaged in industry. He
did not identify the origin of these
earnings any further in the Theory of
Business Enterprise. He did say, some!
what obscurely, that the business gains
are secured by "means" of the "popu-

lace." That is where he left the inquiry concerning the source of earnings, profits, or, in Marxist terms, the
source of surplus value. He passed by
the door to that inquiry.
Veblen's analysis of the newer forms
of pro6t appropriation had two important features. He showed, and that
is a great merit, that the aggregate
profits are not distributed pro rata
among the various capitalists, but that
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a highcr-than-average
in respect to the value of the
means of production employod. He
some receive

rate,

showed that

this

higher-than-average

rate was due in part to the special
monopoly advantages which cErtain
enterprises enjoyed as

vertising, good

will,

a result of

ad-

curtailment of

competition through merger and the
like. He tended, however, to downgrade the special technological, and

thus pecuniary, advantages which the

big.gest aggregates
enroy.

of industrial

capital

While contending that the gains of
the "greater businels men" are"derivcd
in large part through disturbances of the
industrial system, he left unprobed the

source of these gains. Disturbances
may give one business man a difierential advantage over another, dollar

appeared "old-fashioncdr" and was "no
of particular use for a theoretical handling of the facts."

longer

In Veblen's view, capital in its "oldfashioned" form, having its basis in
the material means of production, had
been superseded by the modern form
of capital, having its basis -primarily

in the immaterial assets of

corpora-

tions. These immediate assets deiivcd

from one or another type of monopoly
advantage. Modern corporate capitali-

zation is related only in the loosest
fashion to the corporation's capital

conceived

of in the old-fashioned

way,

he said.

In

switching

from the

"old-fash-

ioned" to the "modern" conception of
capital, Veblen switched from capital
to capitalization. In thus switching,
he switched from capital as the em-

for dollar of capital, but there must bodiment of surplus value, values
be an origin, a creation of all the created by wage labor, to cr;pitalizagains of all the business men. What tion, a fictitious derivative of pro6ts.

was involved here was the concept of
surplus value; but Veblen did not see

it.
Instead, he pursued the businessmen
along the new paths they had opened
up into the luxuriant financial jungle.
Ffe concluded that "capital in business" had ceasod to be a "question of
the magnitude of the industiial plant"
and had "increasingly become a question of capitalization on the basis of
earning capacity." Capital in its new
form was the price which businessmen

placed

on a

cortrrcration based

on

its

present or prospective income. That
was its capitalization.
From this viewpoint the concept of
industrial capital as a "stock of material means by which industry is carried on industrial equipment, raw
materials,- and means

of

subsistence,"

(Capitalization has the same r-elation
to profits as the price of land has to
the rent of land, or the price of bonds
to the amount of interest.)
Capital (variable capital) is the
source of profits; profits are the foundation for capitalization. In a second

stage, profits are etherialized

talization. The "question

into capi-

of

capital"

has not become increasingly a qu&tion

of

"capitalization" as Veblen said.
The "question oI capital" is the question of accumulated surplus labor,
incorporated

in means of production,

machines, buildings, raw materials,
money (for wages). That is the real
situation from which Veblen was led
astray.

The

supersession

of the

"old-fash"modern? capi-

ioned" capital by the
talization, in Veblen's analysis,

was
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accompanied by the supersession of had become more frequent and more
the "goods market" by the "capital prolonged, if not more pronounccd.
market." While asserting that the The forces at work in the system of
"goods market" is, "of course, in ab. business enterprise make for a prc
solute terms . . . still as powerfirl an gressive change in the direction of
economic factor as everr" Veblen virtually shot the ground out from under
this declaration with the assertion that

depression, he said. This change arises
persistent unfavorable discrepancy between capitalization and

in the

the 'tapital market" has taken the earning capacity. With the progressive
of the "goods market" as the Iowering of the cost of production of
"dominant factor in business and in- productive goods new capital is industrial traffic," Here, again, the new- vestd to take advantage of the lowfangled outgrowth of the capitalist ered costs. But the capitalization of
economy is counterposed to the old- the old productive goods remains. A
fashioned capitalism and-most im- discrepancy develops between the old
portant replaces it. The fact that, capitalization and the reduced earning
whatever the outgrowths, the under- capacity of the old means of producIying material relations of capitalist tion. A relative overproduction of inplace

production remain the same, is almost
forgotten.

Veblen contended that widespread
economic fluctuations are inherent in
the system of business enterprise. They
are in the first instance phenomena of

of prices and capitalization.
Ttrey involve the "industrial process"
business,

dustrial apparatus has resulted in a
in profits. This phenomenon is

decline

repeated.

The resolution of this problem for
the business men, said Veblen, Iies in
dispelling the conditions which givc
rise to the tendency to depression.

The remedy, apart from the deonly secondarily, are phenomena of velopment of speculative movements,
business rather than of industry. Pros- lies in one or another of the followperity owes its rise to a favorable ing:
r, Business coalitions. Consolidadisturbance of demand and price. The
usual and more effectual impetus to tions and mergers tend to oflset the
an era of prosperity is some form of lowered profits which competition
wasteful expenditure such as sustained brings about on the basis of improvewar demand or the demand due to the
increase of armaments or a difierentially protective tarifi.
The system of business enterprise
involves not only the formal fluctuations of activity, said Veblen, but also
a tendency toward depression. Chronic
depression set in about the mid-seventies or in the eighties. Chronic depression set in about the mid-seventies or

in the eighties. In the two succeeding
decades, he said, periods of depression

ments

ever,

in

the

production facilities. Howbenefits of such mergers

stimulate competitive investment from

outside this field, and the tendency
toward depression is renewed. Now a
wider merger movement is required.

The closer to monopoln the

more
satisfactory are the consequences. !Iow-

ever, the tendency to monopoly spurs
the growth of great fortunes, the creation of great surpluses looking for
investment. The great mergers seem to
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carry the seed

of

chronic depression,

said Veblen.
The logical conclusion

is the crea-

tion of "so comprehensive and rigorous a coalition of business concerns
as shall wholly exclude competition,
even in the face oI any conceivable
amount of capital seeking investment."
It must embrace the whole of industry
where the machine process is domi-

Private waste is inadequate, however, to meet the needs of modern
capitalism. Public, government-spmrsored, waste alone can meet the chal-

of

heightened productivity. Expenditure for armaments and war is
one of the main such avenues.
The difficulty was that governmentIenge

sponsored waste was inadequate.
The program of public waste would
nant, Veblen said.
have to be keyed higher and highVeblen did not say that the ultimate er. That was true of the U.S. and
form of capitalism would be an all- England, he said. However, the posembracing monopoly in industry. He sibility also existed-and the result
said that modern capitalism was headed was already evident in Germany,
in that direction. The tendency to France and Italy-that armament and
monopoly is the general trend of was expenditures could be stepped up
capitalist enterprise. That is the core to the point of economic exhaustion.
The logic of the modern situation, he
of Veblen's analysis.
He made one significant exception said, was for the cumulation of war
to this ever more embracing process. expenditures to the point of industrial
The trend to monopoly would not

dis-

collapse and consequent national bank-

sipate the contradiction between the
capitalists and the working class. "The
workmen do not and cannot own or
direct the industrial equipment and
processes, so long as ownership pre-

ruptcy. He saw no evident reason why
the U.S. and England should be ex-

vails and industry is to be

on

managed

business principles"-that
profit.

is,

for

"When the last step in business
coalition has been taken, there remains the competitive friction between
the combined business capital and the
combined workmen." Such is Veblen's

answer

to a later

"People's Capital-

ism."

z. Waste. One of the main channels
for frustrating the tendency toward

depression is the increased unproductivi consumption of goods. This will,
on the one hand, keep industry functioning at high levels and will, on.the
other hand, restrict savings and reduce
investment in additional equipment.

empt from such a development.

The exposition by Veblen does not
deal with the causes of cyclical fluctuations. The changes in the business
climate, or state of the economy, he
said, are in their origin and primary
incidence phenomena of business.
They involve the industrial process
only secondarily, he held.
Veblen saw the industrial process
only as the production of material use
values. He found the explanation of
crises in the phenomena of price,

earnings, and capitalization, in the
framework of the new credit developments; and rejected consideration of
the industrial process.
He contrived an explanation of
crises, through price-earnings-capitalizatio\, by casting the industrial approach in the narrowest terms-the
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Marxism has been damned incessantly and banned. repeatedly-but
has not been refuted. Eighty years ago the butcher of the paris com-
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wrong. Twenty-five years ago, Hitler, taking power, shouted: ,,We haoe
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there, and only there in the united states, will one 6nd the viewpoint of

Marxism-Leninism conveyed every month. There, and only there, eacli month,
the reader be able to find what the communists think-not what George
sokolsky or walter Lippmann or Max Lerner say the communists think,

will

but what they think in fact and as

we believe these thoughts

expressed

by

themselves.

are more profound, more revealing, and more

truthful than any others. Be that

as it may, they are significant i'nd must be
weighed by any person who wants to understand'th. *orld in which he
lives.
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